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1 Introduction

The motivation behind this work is to provide a mathematical statistical the-
ory and computational algorithms to estimate certain parameters in dynam-
ical models of various kinds. The main problems originate from biological,
chemical models and from telecommunication network technologies.

In case of telecommunication networks, quality of service problems is a
top priority issue. There are several mechanisms to address these and one
fundamental component in many of them is the logic that determines the
rate of the signaling or packet flow. The mathematical problem here is to
estimate the intensity of a stochastic point process.

The first part of this work is about a novel method that is proposed
to estimate the intensity of inhomogeneous point processes. While keeping
good statistical properties, this recursive method is simple, efficient and fast
compared to other state-of-the-art methods and thus can be used for real-
time intensity estimation. The mathematical background of the method is
discussed and theorems are proposed to support the findings in simulation
results for given examples. It is very important that in practical cases, better
capacity utilization can be achieved using the proposed method.

Signaling capacity is often a bottleneck of telecommunication networks.
In many cases an optimization of signaling is necessary, — and a method to
do this is proposed, — but not sufficient because the network gets overloaded
anyhow in certain emergency cases e.g., earthquakes, floods, fire, etc. Call
priority handling in load control algorithms is then essential.

In the second part of this work, the mathematical background of Token
Bucket, as a main tool for call admission control, has been investigated and
propositions are given that helped to construct a new and efficient algorithm
to set the parameters of Token Bucket in order to achieve the desired behavior
of these systems.

The third part is inspired by the problem of call gapping in an environ-
ment where different traffic classes of the same priority level are over-loading
the network and thus the flow has to be filtered. I propose complex call
gapping mechanisms and a corresponding abstract mathematical model to
describe the behavior in each case. Although the model is elementary, it
reveals some important new aspects of the nature of call gapping algorithms.

The technical solutions are patented and implemented in real-time telecom-
munication traffic control systems of Ericsson.

One of the classical application fields of dynamic models in Biological
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and Chemical sciences is the description of chemical reactions. Particularly
in reaction kinetics, parameter estimation is the method we use to identify
and calibrate the the model we build i.e., to estimate the value of certain
constants using measurements.

Two essentially different models are in the center of the interest of this
discussion. One is the global deterministic model which is described with
continuous deterministic differential equations and the other is the global
stochastic one which uses the techniques of discrete state continuous time
stochastic processes.

In part four, the global deterministic models are investigated. A theo-
retical method, using matrix inversion, is investigated and extended to be
able to handle a larger class of differential equations. Some propositions are
given what to expect from the estimation with this method in case of certain
models with measurement error.

In part five, another popular model to describe biological and chemical
reactions is the (continuous time discrete state) global stochastic model (to
the theory of which—among other—Rényi made an important contribution)
that uses Markov process to describe the behavior, is examined. The pa-
rameter estimation of such models has been an open question with limited
results. I propose a method to estimate state transitions of a special class of
models which can have infinite states but the number of possible transitions
from one state to another should be limited. This method uses either the
intensity estimation method proposed in the first part or any good enough
state-of-the-art intensity estimation method.

All methods are applied to models of biological and chemical reactions.
Ignition, combustion models, the Volterra-Lotka equations, the Brusselator
dynamics, the Butadiene transport in the human body and some other case
studies are investigated, simulated, modeled in order to support the real
benefit of the proposals.
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2 A NEW INTENSITY ESTIMATIONMETHOD

FOR TIME INHOMOGENEOUS POINT

PROCESSES

We discuss the mathematical background of intensity estimation of a point
process and I propose a method, to estimate the intensity of time inhomoge-
neous point processes efficiently. At first we introduce the problem and the
motivation what includes a short overview of the results from other authors.
After that, a new method is proposed to estimate the intensity. In order to
investigate its statistical properties we introduce some useful notations. The
main result shows that, under certain conditions, the proposed method is not
only efficient and simple but also better than the one which is inspired by
limit properties of maximum likelihood estimates and is used in applications.

2.1 The motivation, the problem and the results of
other authors

A good introduction to point processes in general can be read in the book of
Brmaud [14] and a proof of the existence of a maximum likelihood estimate
for stationary processes is given by Ogata [11]. For time-varying linear sys-
tems modeled with stochastic differential equations, Gerencsér made notable
contribution in [15]. However, it is not straightforward to apply these results
in practice directly. There are further issues to consider when it comes to
applications. The main things to consider, — among many others, — are
e.g., the way the data is measured and also the purpose of the estimation.

Let us summarize some methods that need to be considered in our case.

• In the work of Nason and Fryzlewicz [32], the data they use for the
estimation is the the number of events during given time intervals. This
means that the exact jumping times of the process are not measured
and thus not used for the estimation. Their method uses the Haar-Fisz
transformation. Some limit results of the estimates they introduced are
given by Schmidt and Xu [39].

• Discretely observed Markov jump processes are considered by Bladt
and Sorensen [37]. They prove the existence and the non-existence of
the maximum likelihood estimate for the intensity matrix under cer-
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tain cases. (The existence can be proven supposing that the discrete
observation intervals are sufficiently small.)

• In the general case like the one discussed by Ogata [11] or Billigsley [3],
it is assumed that for any trajectory, the jumping times of the point pro-
cess are know exactly and also the estimate is monitored continuously.
There exists a maximum likelihood estimate for stationary processes in
this case, given that the intensity of the process satisfies some technical
conditions.

• In case of time-varying linear stochastic systems, modeled by linear
stochastic differential equations, the estimate is given by the optimal
solution of a cost function on the error, achieved from the so-called
inverse filter. In the case of the time-varying system Gerencsér in [15]
proposes an exponential forgetting tracking algorithm for the intensity.
The idea of exponential forgetting also appears in my proposal.

In the applications we consider viable to assume that the exact time tn of the
measurements can be determined i.e., it can be decided whether a certain
event have happened or not thus tn can be defined as a stopping time. I de-
fine a version of the problem what is interesting for us and then propose an
intensity estimation method. In this part the method is examined theoreti-
cally and applications are given in a separate part of this work (in Sections 4
and 6).

2.1.1 The intensity of a point process

We observe an X(t) point process and want to estimate its intensity. To
a given point process we associate the counting process Ñ((s, t]), (s, t] ⊂
R, s < t, defined on the probability space (Ω,F,P), where Ñ((s, t]) denotes
the number of events in (s, t]. Let N(t) := Ñ((0, t]) and ∆N(t) := N(t +
∆ t) − N(t). Let the series {tn}n∈N0 denote the time instants when events
occurred from a given time t0 = 0 (e.g., start of observation) and let ∆tn :=
tn − tn−1 be the gaps between the events. We suppose that only one single
event occurs at tn ∈ R, n ∈ N and thus the process can also be characterized
with the indicator process χ(t) =

∑∞
0 δ(t − tn), where δ is the Dirac δ-

function. The past of the process is represented by a filtration (an increasing
sequence of σ-algebras) Fn ⊂ F, and from now on we always consider the
probability space with a filtration: (Ω,F, {Fn}n∈N0 ,P). (Consider the events
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of the point process at t0 < t1 < ... < tn < ... and denote the elements of the
filtration generated by the point process with F0 = ∅, F1, ..., Fn, ....)

A locally integrable Ft-predictable positive process λ(t) is said to be the
Ft-intensity of X(t) or N(t) if

N(t)−
∫ t

0

λ(u)du

is an Ft-martingale i.e., E[|N(t)−
∫ t

0
λ(u)du|] < +∞ and ∀s, t ∈ R, 0 ≤ s ≤ t

E[N(t)−N(s)|Fs] = E[
∫ t

s

λ(u)du|Fs]. (1)

One might also use the common notation E[dN(t)|Ft] = λ(t)dt. The rela-
tion between the counting process N(t) and the intensity λ(t) can also be
expressed as follows:

λ(t) = lim
δ→0+0

1

δ
P[N((t, t+ δ]) > 0|Ft].

2.1.2 The maximum likelihood estimation of a stationary point
process

In general, the maximum likelihood estimate for the intensity of a point pro-
cess is given by the Radon-Nikodym derivate of its measure. As it discussed
in the work in Ogata [11], the maximum likelihood function looks as follows.
Let {λθ(t, ω); θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rd} be a family of parameterized intensity processes
which are assumed to correspond uniquely to the point process associated
to the counting process N(t). (Uniqueness is certainly true under certain
conditions.) On the interval [0, T ], the exact log-likelihood function is as
follows:

LT (θ) = −
∫ T

0

λθ(t, ω)dt+

∫ T

0

log λθ(t, ω)dN(t).

The maximum likelihood estimator is the one that maximizes the likelihood
function. (Here,

∫ T

0
ξ(t, ω)dN(t) =

∑
0≤ti≤T ξ(t, ω) is the stochastic Stieltjes

integral which are defined pathwise for the measurable process ξ.
However, Ogata in his work have required—among some many other tech-

nical requirements—that the point process is stationary, ergodic and abso-
lutely continuous with respect to the standard Poisson process on any finite
interval.
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For a stationary Poisson process with the parametric intensity function
λθ(t, ω) = µ(θ) the above likelihood estimate takes the following form:

LT (θ) = −
∫ T

0

µ(θ)dt+

∫ T

0

log µ(θ)dN(t)

= −µ(θ)T +N(0, T ) log µ(θ),

since dN(t) on [0, T ] is N(0, T ). The derivate ∂LT (θ)/∂θ is zero at the max-
imum, and the second order condition is also easy to check, so the maximum
likelihood estimate is given by:

µ(θ) =
N(0, T )

T
. (2)

Similar calculations can be made for stationary renewal process, the Wald
process (stationary process with Markov-independent jumps) and the Hawkes
self exciting process.

2.2 A new intensity estimation method and the proof
of its properties

Let us define the λ̄(·;T ), λ̂(·;T ) families of statistics of the tn observations
from t0, where T ∈ R+.

The first statistics that will be used and examined as an estimate for the
intensity of a point process is the simplest one motivated by the findings
of [11]. This first moment type estimate is implemented in most of the
practical cases because it is very intuitive and often sufficient:

Definition 1 (Periodic intensity estimate)

λ̄(tn;T ) :=
N(tn)−N((tn − T ) ∧ 0)

tn ∧ T
; λ̄(0;T ) := 0.

To calculate the value of the periodic intensity estimate one has to maintain
all t < ti ≤ t − T event times and it is often too resource consuming thus
not feasible in real time systems. The intensity estimates have a great role in
overload control mechanism that is required to run with minimal resource not
to cause a big load on the system. Therefore, adaptive estimates are often
preferred. An adaptive estimate is introduced by [CP1-IARIA-InfoSys-2011]
and my patent [P1] to control network traffic which is to be analyzed here.
The definition is the following:
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Definition 2 (Recursive intensity estimate)

λ̂(tn;T ) := max{1/T, (T λ̂(tn−1;T )−(tn−tn−1)λ̂(tn−1;T )+1)/T}, λ̂(t0;T ) := 0.

Note that throughout this work we observe the process only from t0, i.e.,
the associated counting process N(t) will have N(t0) = 0 as initial value.
Also, the intensity λ(t) of the real, observed process is considered to be
locally bounded on [0, tmax] for any tmax ∈ R+

0 . Note that we do not require
λ(0) = λ0 = 0 and also λ(t) is allowed to have a finite support i.e., can turn
to zero.

Now let us define what we will call the limit versions of the already
introduced estimates respectively. We use the notation +∞ for the parameter
in the limit versions.

Definition 3

λ̄(tn; +∞) :=
N(tn)

tn
.

λ̂(tn; +∞) := (tnλ̂(tn−1; +∞)− (tn − tn−1)λ̂(tn−1; +∞) + 1)/tn

with λ̄(t0; +∞) = λ̄0, λ̂(t0; +∞) = λ̂0; λ̄0, λ̂0 ∈ R.

The estimate λ̄(tn; +∞) = N(tn)
tn

is the maximum likelihood estimate of
the intensity of a stationary Poisson process based on information collected
up to the starting time of the observation. (For details see [11].)

The following lemma shows equality between the limit version of λ̄ and
λ̂ estimates therefore we are no longer interested in the comparison of the
limit version of these two ones directly. (Discussion on the relation between
their versions with finite T is the main topic of this dissertation.)

Lemma 1 For every tn: λ̄(tn; +∞) = λ̂(tn; +∞).

Proof.From the definition we get:

λ̂(tn; +∞) = (tnλ̂(tn−1; +∞)− (tn − tn−1)λ̂(tn−1; +∞) + 1)/tn

=
tn−1

tn
λ̂(tn−1; +∞) +

1

tn

=
tn−1

tn
(
tn−2

tn−1

λ̂(tn−2; +∞) +
1

tn−1

) +
1

tn

=
tn−2

tn
λ̂(tn−2; +∞) + 2

1

tn

= ... =
t0
tn
λ̂(t0; +∞) +

n

tn
= λ̄(tn; +∞)
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where n = N(tn) by definition.�
It is very important to note that both λ̄(tn; +∞) and λ̂(tn; +∞) being

the special cases of their corresponding families of estimates λ̄(tn;T ), λ̂(tn;T )
are maximum likelihood estimates for a stationary Poisson process starting
the estimation in t0 and based upon the information collected up to t0. Our
aim is to examine the relation between their versions with finite T where
E[ti − ti−1] < T << tn and T << E[tn], and with different information
available for the estimates, especially pinpointing the case when the process
is known up to time tn−1.

The experimental results show that λ̂ is better in practice than λ̄. To
examine the statistical properties of the statistics we will introduce a notation
what is suitable for our investigations. Then we investigate the biases of
the families of statistics and finally a theorem is presented that justifies the
experimental result.

2.2.1 Conditional statistical properties

We wish to have good estimates of the intensity at random stopping time tn,
given that the process is known up to some time 0 ≤ s < tn. Therefore we
introduce the definition of the basic properties of the statistics at random
stopping time tn conditioned on some σ-algebra Fs generated by the counting
process N(s) where 0 ≤ s < tn. (From now, let Fn := Ftn .)

The intensity λ(t) is deterministic, — with no restrictions on its shape
yet, — but the times when events occur known are only up to time s and
therefore λ(tn) itself is a random variable conditioned on 0 ≤ s < t.

Definition 4 (Conditional Bias) The conditional bias Bn[T |Fs, N(s) <
n] of the estimation with the statistics Λ(tn;T ) of λ at tn, conditioned on Fs,
is defined as follows:

Bn[T |Fs] := E[Λ(tn;T )− λ(tn)|Fs, N(s) < n].

The bias is the expected error of the estimation.

Definition 5 (Asymptotically unbiased estimate) We say that the es-
timate is asymptotically unbiased whenever B[T |Fs] := limn→ +∞Bn[T |Fs] =
0 almost surely.
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It is clear that we have an asymptotically unbiased estimate whenever
∀n ∈ N0, Bn[T |Fs] = 0, i.e., E[Λ(tn;T ) − λ(tn)|Fs] = 0. In order to learn
what happens to the bias for large T , the connection between the properties
∀n limT→ +∞Bn[T |Fs] = 0 and, for a given T , limn→ +∞Bn[T |Fs] = 0
respectively have to be investigated.

The conditional variance of the estimate with the statistics Λ(tn;T ) of
λ at tn, conditioned on Fs, and its limit in n will be denoted as follows,
respectively:

VARn[T |Fs] := E[(Λ(tn;T ))2|Fs, N(s) < n]− E[Λ(tn;T )|Fs, N(s) < n]2,

VAR[T |Fs] := lim
n→ +∞

VARn[T |Fs, N(s) < n]. (3)

Definition 6 (Consistency) We say that the statistics Λ(tn;T ) gives an
Fs-consistent estimate of the intensity λ whenever ∀ϵ > 0:

lim
n→+∞

P[|Λ(tn;T )− λ(tn)| ≥ ϵ|Fs, N(s) < n] = 0.

i.e., the statistics converges to the estimated variable in probability.

Definition 7 (Mean Square Error) The conditional MSE of the estimate
Λ(tn;T ) for λ(tn), conditioned on Fs, is the following:

MSEn[T |Fs] = E[(Λ(tn;T )− λ(tn))
2|Fs] = VARn[T |Fs] +Bn[T |Fs]

2.

The limit of the conditional mean square error is
MSE[T |Fs] := limn→ +∞MSEn[T |Fs]. It is often used to measure the effi-
ciency of an estimate.

Lemma 2 Whenever VAR[T |Fs] = 0 and B[T |Fs] = 0, the estimate is con-
sistent.

Proof.We give an indirect proof. Take the ξn sequence of random vari-
ables defined on a probability field where Ω = Fs and let it mean ξn :=
Λ(tn;T ) − λ(tn;T ). We suppose that the estimate is not consistent i.e.,
∃n0 for which P[|ξn| ≥ ϵ] > 0 if n > n0. |ξn| ≥ ϵ implies ξ2n ≥ ϵ2 i.e.,
∀n > n0,minP[ξ2n ≥ ϵ2] = δ > 0. Now E[ξ2n] = E[ξ2n1ξn≥ϵ2 ] + E[ξ2n1ξn<ϵ2 ] > 0
since all two parts are positive and E[ξ2n1ξn≥ϵ2 ] ≥ ϵ2δ ≥ 0 so there is a con-
tradiction for all n > n0.�

This theorem states that the convergence is sufficient for the Consistency,
however, it is not needed. The following theorem is true:
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Lemma 3 Whenever the statistics is consistent and Λ(tn;T ) − λ(tn) is al-
most surely bounded then MSE[T |Fs] = 0 and B[T |Fs] = 0, thus VAR[T |Fs] =
0.

Proof. Take the ξn sequence of random variables defined on a probability field
where Ω = Fs and let it mean ξn := |Λ(tn;T ) − λ(tn;T )|. Write the bias,
the mean squared error and upper moments of the variable in the following
form:

E[ξmn ] = E[ξmn 1ξ≥ϵ] + E[ξmn 1ξ<ϵ], (4)

∀n,m ∈ N, 0 < ϵ ∈ R. Now ∀ϵ E[ξmn 1ξ<ϵ] < ϵ and E[ξmn 1ξ≥ϵ] ≤ MP[ξmn ≥ ϵ],
where M is an upper bound of ξmn , i.e., P[ξmn > M ] = 0. By consistency,
however limn→ +∞ P[ξmn ≥ ϵ] = 0, therefore all the moments shrink to zero,
VAR[T |Fs] = 0 does too. �

2.2.2 The conditional bias of λ̄

The λ̄(tn; +∞) estimate is the maximum likelihood estimate of the intensity
of the stationary Poisson process and together with λ̄(tn;T ) can also be
considered as the first-moment-type estimate (the statistics based on the
expected value) of all point processes.

Proposition 1 Given any point process with intensity λ = λ(t), the con-
ditional bias at time tn, n ∈ N of the estimate λ̄(tn;T ), conditioned on Fs,
where 0 ≤ s ≤ tn − T , is the following:

B̄n[T |Fs] = E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fs, N(s) < n]− E[λ(tn)|Fs, N(s) < n]

=
1

T
E[
∫ tn

tn−T

λ(u)du|Fs, N(s) < n]− E[λ(tn)|Fs, N(s) < n].

Proof. We can calculate the conditional expectation of the estimate for
s : s ≤ tn − T using the definition of intensity (Equation (1)).

E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fs, N(s) < n] = E[
N(tn)−N(tn − T )

T
|Fs, N(s) < n]

In the special case of s := tn − T we get

E[λ̄(tn;T )|Ftn−T ] = E[
N(tn)−N(tn − T )

T
|Ftn−T ] =

1

T
E[
∫ tn

tn−T

λ(u)du|Ftn−T ].
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For all s ≤ tn − T we can apply the tower rule for the above equation and
also for the expected value of the intensity:

E[λ̄(tn;T )|F0] = E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fs, s < tn − T ] = E[λ̄(tn;T )|Ftn−T ]

E[λ(tn;T )|F0] = E[λ(tn;T )|Fs, s < tn − T ] = E[λ(tn;T )|Ftn−T ]

that completes the proof. �
Now we will calculate the bias for cases when tn − T < s < tn i.e., when

we have some information about the future of the process at some time s
after time tn − T (tn is still a random stopping time).

Proposition 2 Given any point process with intensity λ = λ(t), the con-
ditional bias at time tn, n ∈ N of the estimate λ̄(tn;T ), conditioned on Fs,
where tn − T < s < tn, is the following:

B̄n[T |Fs] =
1

T
E[
∫ tn

s

λ(u)du|Fs]+
E[N(s)−N(tn − T )|Fs]

T
−E[λ(tn)|Fs]. (5)

Proof. We can calculate the conditional expectation of the estimate using
the definition of intensity (Equation (1) is used at the last equality).

E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fs] = E[
N(tn)−N(tn − T )

T
|Fs]

=
1

T
E[N(tn)−N(s) +N(s)−N(tn − T )|Fs]

=
1

T
E[N(tn −N(s))|Fs] +

E[N(s)−N(tn − T )|Fs]

T

=
1

T
E[
∫ tn

s

λdu|Fs] +
E[N(s)−N(tn − T )|Fs]

T
.

�
We can have a similar result for the limit type of the estimate λ̄.

Proposition 3 The conditional bias of λ̄(t; +∞) at tn conditioned on the
information collected up to s : 0 < s < tn is the following:

Bn[+∞|Fs] = E[
1

tn

∫ tn

s

λ(u)du|Fs] +
N(s)

E[tn|Fs]
− E[λ(tn)|Fs]. (6)
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Proof. Since N(s) is Fs-measurable, while tn is not,

E[λ̄(tn; +∞)|Fs] = E[
N(tn)

tn
|Fs]

=
1

E[tn|Fs]
E[N(tn)−N(s) +N(s)|Fs]

=
1

E[tn|Fs]
E[N(tn −N(s))|Fs] +

N(s)

E[tn|Fs]

=
1

E[tn|Fs]
E[
∫ tn

s

λ(u)du|Fs] +
N(s)

E[tn|Fs]
.

�
Now we will see that the results we get are in line with our knowledge

about the maximum likelihood estimate of the stationary Poisson process
i.e., the estimate is unbiased as well.

Proposition 4 If λ(t) ≡ λ0 ∈ R+ is constant then for all n the statistics
λ̄(tn;T ) gives an unbiased (and thus asymptotically unbiased) estimate, con-
ditioned on any Fs where s < tn − T .

Proof. Using what we have for the bias in the general case and putting
λ0 into the equation (5) we get:

B̄n[T |Fs] = E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fs]− λ0 =
1

T
E[λ0T |Fs]− λ0 =

λ0T

T
− λ0 = 0. (7)

�
We give a theorem for the conditional bias that is easy to check.

Theorem 1 Conditioned on any Fs, s ≤ tn−T , the statistics λ̄ gives an un-
biased estimate of intensity λ whenever λ′ ∈ L1 and E[

∫ tn
tn−T

uλ′(u)du|Fs] = 0
for all tn ∈ R.

Proof. Having 0 bias means that for all tn ∈ R, using (5), the following
is true

B̄n[T |Fs] =
1

T
E[
∫ tn

tn−T

λ(u)du|Fs]− E[λ(tn)|Fs] = 0.
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Having λ ∈ L1, with partial integration we get:

B̄n[T |Fs] =
1

T
TE[λ(tn)−

∫ tn

tn−T

uλ′(u)du|Fs]− E[λ(tn)|Fs] =

= E[
∫ tn

tn−T

uλ′(u)du|Fs]

that yields the condition above. �
Let us observe that λ̄ does not give an unbiased estimate for all types

of λ. E.g., suppose that λ(t) = 2ct. Note that the condition in the above
Theorem is not satisfied (still s ≤ tn − T and T << tn):

E[
∫ tn

tn−T

uλ′(u)du|Fs] = E[ct2n − c(tn − T )2|Fs] =

= E[2ctnT − cT 2|Fs] ̸= 0.

In this case E[λ(tn)|Ftn−T ] = 2cE[tn|Fs] and for s ≤ tn − T from (5) we get:

B̄n(T |Fs) =
1

T
E[
∫ tn

s

2cudu|Fs]− E[2ctn|Fs]

=
c

T
E[t2n − (tn − T )2|Fs]− E[2ctn|Fs]

= cE[t2n − t2n + 2tn − T − 2tn].

From which the conditional bias is B̄n[T |Ftn−T ] = −cT .
The bias is greater as T gets greater and thus the estimate is not consistent

since it is not even asymptotically unbiased. Also for this reason, great T
values are not to be applied in practice when the intensity of the process is
not known since then we may miss its temporary changes and the process
might appear to be a homogenous Poisson type.

Example 1 Now let us examine the bias at tn, conditioned on some σ-
algebra Fs where tn−T < s ≤ tn, for a process that is a Poisson process with
constant intensity λ0 from time s:

B̄n[T |Fs] =
λ0(E[tn]− s)

T
+

E[N(s)−N(tn − T )|Fs, N(s) < n]

T
− λ0

=
E[N(s)−N(tn − T )|Fs, N(s) < n]

T
− λ0E[s− (tn − T )]

T
.

Note that E[N(s)−N(tn−T )|Fs]
T

is not Fs-measurable. The bias depends on the
value of the intensity in the interval [tn − T, s].
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This is to be interpreted in the following way. Suppose that we are sitting
in tn − T . If the future of the process is known up to time s and we want to
estimate the intensity at a random stopping time tn according to some given
model, a stationary Poisson one here, then the statistics has to be corrected
with the information gathered in the interval [tn−T, s] that is unknown since
tn is random. This fact is the motivation to construct λ̂.

2.2.3 The conditional variance of λ̄

We calculate the exact variance of the estimate for a Poisson process and we
show that given any value of the parameter T the variance is positive for any
point process except the deterministic ones.

Lemma 4 The conditional variance of the statistics λ̄ conditioned on any
Fs where s ≤ tn − T is the following:

VARn[T |Fs] =

∫ tn

tn−T

λ(u)du, (8)

s ≤ tn − T < tn ∈ R for a Poisson process with intensity λ(t) in L1.

Proof. Knowing that

P[N(tn)−N(tn − T ) = k|Fs] =
e
−

∫ tn
tn−T

λ(u)du
(
∫ tn
tn−T λ(u)du)

k

k!
,

∀s ≤ t− T < t ∈ R
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we can write (let E1 := E[e−
∫ tn
tn−T λ(u)du|Fs] and I1 := E[

∫ tn
tn−T

λ(u)du|Fs]):

E[(N(tn)−N(tn − T ))2|Fs] =

= E1

∞∑
k=0

k2 (I1)
k

k!

= E1

∞∑
k=0

(k2 − k + k)
(I1)

k

k!

= E1

∞∑
k=0

k(k − 1)
(I1)

k

k!
+ k

Ik1
k!

= E1

∞∑
k=0

(I1)
2 (I1)

k−2

(k − 1)!
+ (I1)

Ik−1
1

(k − 1)!

= E1

(
(I1)

2
∞∑
k=0

(I1)
k−2

(k − 2)!
+ (I1)

∞∑
k=0

(I1)
k−1

(k − 1)!

)
= (I1)

2 + I1.

then knowing that VARn[T |Fs] = E[(N(tn)−N(tn − T ))2|Fs]− (E[N(tn)−
N(tn − T )|Fs])

2 we get the following form for the variance:

VARn[T |Fs] =

∫ tn

tn−T

λ(u)du, s ≤ tn − T < tn ∈ R (9)

as stated. �
The above calculations only apply to the Poisson process. The result of all

kinds of processes is not so easy to have in general. The plausible statement
that the estimate has zero variance for special deterministic processes can be
proved.

Lemma 5 The Fs-conditional variance of λ̄(tn;T ) and λ̄(tn; +∞) is 0 only
if we have a degenerate distribution for λ̄(tn;T ) and λ̄(tn; +∞) i.e., when the
process is deterministic.

Proof. The variance can be written in the following form:

¯VARn[T |Fs] = E[λ̄2(tn;T )|Fs]− (E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fs])
2

E[
(N(tn)−N(tn − T ))2

T 2
|Fs]− (E[

N(tn)−N(tn − T )

T
|Fs])

2
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Apply Jensen’s theorem (φ(E[X]) ≤ E[φ(X)]) with φ := id2 and random
variable X := λ̄(τ ;T ) conditioned on Fs and τ ∈ R+

0 yields exactly the
positivity of the variance at τ except exactly in the degenerate case when

N(τ)−N(τ − T )

T
= c, c ∈ R.

This stands for every given τ ∈ R. However, using (1) this condition is the
same as having

E[
N(τ)−N(τ − T )

T
|Fs] =

1

T
E[
∫ τ

τ−T

λ(u)du|Fs] = c, c ∈ R

for all τ ∈ R. It is easy to see that setting T := tn similar calculations apply
to E[N(n)/tn|F0]. �

Supposing that λ̄(tn;T ) − λ(tn) is almost surely bounded thus from (3)
consistency requires B[T |Fs] = V AR[T |Fs] = 0.

Theorem 2 The λ̄(tn;T ) estimates are unbiased and have zero variance for
intensity functions λ ∈ L1 and setisfying

∫ +∞
0

uλ′(u)du = 0.

2.2.4 The conditional bias of λ̂

One obvious advantage of λ̂ against λ̄ is in the recursive definition thus easy
computation when applied in practice. To calculate the value of λ̂(tn;T ) only
the time elapsed from the last event at tn−1 and the previous value λ̂(tn−1;T )
is needed.

It is rather hard to calculate the bias of this kind of an adaptive statistics
in general since the closed form is not straightforward. We shall restrict to
the case when λ(t) is constant at first.

Proposition 5 (The bias of λ̂.) The bias of the estimate λ̂(tn;T ) in case
of a point process, given that for the gaps ∆ti between the events are E[∆ti] ≡
E[∆t] = const. ∈ R+, is the following:

B̂n[T |Fs] =
1

T (1− P[T ]) + E[∆t|∆t < T ]
− E[λ(tn)|Fs]. (10)

Proof.At first let us observe that λ̂(tn;T ) is discrete Markovian in the
sense that given any interval I ∈ R+: P[λ̂(tn) ∈ I|Fs = Fn−1] = P[λ̂(tn) ∈
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I|λ̂(ts) = λ̂(tn−1)], tn−1 ≤ s < tn ≤ tn ∈ R+
0 . (Note that it is important that

both Fs = Fn−1, λ̂(ts) = λ̂(tn−1) when tn−1 ≤ s < tn from the definition!)
Now we can write the conditional expectation in the following way:

E[λ̂n|Fn−1] = E[1{∆t≥T}
1
T
+ 1{∆t<T}(λ̂n−1(1− ∆t

T
) + 1

T
)|Fn−1]

= E[1{∆t≥T ||∆t<T}
1
T
+ 1{∆t<T}(1− ∆t

T
)λ̂n−1|Fn−1]

= 1
T
+ (P[∆t < T ]− 1

T
E[∆t|∆t < T ])E[λ̂n−1|Fn−1]

where we used the fact that λ̂k is Fk-measurable and E[1{A}] = P[A]. Using
the tower rule n− 1 times and the notation: mk := E[λ̂k|F0] we obtain

mn =
1

T
+ (P[∆t < T ]− 1

T
E[∆t|∆t < T ])mn−1 (11)

which is a closed form (convergent geometric series because of Lemma 17,
F [T ] := P [∆t < T ] < 1 and introducing the notation E[T ] := E[∆t|∆t <
T ]):

mn =
1

T

n−1∑
i=0

(F [T ]− 1

T
E[T ])i + (F [T ]− 1

T
E[T ])nm0 =

=
1

T

(F [T ]− 1
T
E[T ])n − 1

(F [T ]− 1
T
E[T ])− 1

+ (F [T ]− 1

T
E[T ])nm0 (12)

choosing m0 = 0 yields: m := limn→∞mn = 1
T (1−F [T ])+E[T ]

. Thus the bias of

λ̂(tn) as an estimate of λ(tn) is as stated above. �

Remark 1 Now we can observe that if we take an arbitrary s : tn−1 < s ≤ tn
then (11) modifies to

ms =
N(s)−N(tn−1)

T
+ (P[∆t < T ]− 1

T
E[∆t|∆t < T ])mn−1 (13)

and then using the camel rule ms = mn − (N(tn) − N(s))/T and similarly
the bias will be:

Bn[T |Fs] =
1

T (1− P[T ]) + E[∆t|∆t < T ]
− E[λ(tn)|Fs]−

N(s)−N(tn−1)

T
.
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We have calculated the bias here as n → ∞ for given T values. This says
still that the statistics gives a biased estimate.

Observe the denominator of the first part of the sum. Obviously, both
T (1− P[T ]) and E[∆t|∆t < T ] should be monotonously increasing in T . We
will see that in the case of a homogenous Poisson process the greater the T
value, the better the estimate is.

2.2.5 The conditional variance of λ̂

We will see that the conditional variance shrunk as the sample size grows with
an arbitrary choice of T under some certain conditions on the distribution of
∆tis.

Theorem 3 For any process for which E[∆ti] = E[∆t] = const. < +∞ and
E[∆t2i ] = E[∆t2] = const. < +∞, the variance goes to zero in limit i.e.,
limT→ +∞ ˆVAR+∞[T ] = 0.

Proof. The conditional variance can be written in the following form:

E[σ2
n|Fn−1] = E[λ̂2

n|Fn−1]− E[λ̂n|Fn−1]
2

Then we need the conditional second moment of the λ̂ estimate:

E[λ̂2
n|Fn−1] = E[(1{∆t≥T}

1
T
+ 1{∆t<T}(λ̂n−1(1− ∆t

T
) + 1

T
))2|Fn−1]

= E[(1{∆t≥T}
1
T
)2 + 0 + 0 + (1{∆t<T}(λ̂n−1(1− ∆t

T
) + 1

T
))2|Fn−1]

= E[(1{∆t≥T}
1
T
)2 + (1{∆t<T}

1
T
)2 +

+(1{∆t<T})
2(λ̂2

n−1(1− 2∆t
T

+ ∆t2

T 2 ) + 2λ̂n−1(
1
T
− ∆t

T 2 ))|Fn−1]

= 1
T 2 + E[λ̂2

n−1|Fn−1](P[∆t < T ]− 2E[∆t|∆t<T ]
T

+ E[∆t2|∆t<T ]
T 2 )

+2E[λ̂n−1|Fn−1](
P[∆t<T ]

T
− E[∆t|∆t<T ]

T 2 ),

where we used Fn−1-measurability and the fact: 1{A} = 1α{A},∀α > 0.

xn = axn−1 + 2bmn−1 + c (14)

where xk = σ2
k +m2

k thus

σ2
n = xn −m2

n

= (axn−1 + 2bmn−1 + c)−m2
n

= a(σ2
n−1 +m2

n−1)−m2
n + 2bmn−1 + c
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with c = 1
T 2 , a = P[∆t < T ]−2E[∆t|∆t<T ]

T
+ E[∆t2|∆t<T ]

T 2 , b = P[∆t<T ]
T

− E[∆t|∆t<T ]
T 2 .

Now using the recursion for σ2
n we get:

σ2
n = anσ2

0 +
n∑

i=1

aim2
n−1 + 2b

n−1∑
i=0

an−i−1mi + c
n−1∑
i=0

ai −
n−1∑
i=0

aim2
n−i

= anσ2
0 +

n∑
i=1

aim2
n−i −

n−1∑
i=0

aim2
n−i + 2b

n−1∑
i=0

an−i−1mi + c
n−1∑
i=0

ai

= anσ2
0 + anm2

0 −m2
n + 2b

n−1∑
i=0

an−i−1mi + c

n−1∑
i=0

ai.

At first note that an < 1 thus limn→ +∞ an = 0 and mn ↗ m if m0 = 0 thus
mn ≤ m and with σ0 = 0 we get

σ2
n ≤ −m2

n + 2bm
n−1∑
i=0

an−i−1 +
c

1− a

= −m2
n +

2bm+ c

1− a
:= Σn

Let us observe that Σn is monotonously decreasing if m0 = 0 since mn−1 ≤
mn. Then, taking the limit limn→ +∞Σn, we can have the following bound
on the variance:

σ2
n ≤ 2bm+ c

1− a
−m2

The last step is to show that the tn−1-conditioned variance of the estimate
λ̂(tn;T ) converges to 0 as T → +∞.

Then we will show that limT→ +∞
2bm+c
1−a

= λ2 and thus limT→ +∞ σ2
n = 0

too.

2bm+ c

1− a
=

1
T 2 + 2(P[∆t<T ]

T
− E[∆t|Dt<T ]

T 2 )m

1− P[∆t < T ] + 2E[∆t|∆t<T ]
T

− E[∆t2|Dt<T ]
T 2

=
1
T
+ 2(P[∆t < T ]− E[∆t|Dt<T ]

T
)m

T (1− P[∆t < T ]) + 2E[∆t|∆t < T ]− E[∆t2|Dt<T ]
T

.

We have shown in ?? that limT→ +∞ P[∆t < T ] = 1 and limT→ +∞
E[∆t|∆t<T ]

T
=

0 and limT→ +∞m = 1/E[∆t] and limT→ +∞ T (1 − P[∆t|Dt < T ]) = 0
because of lemma 16 for Poisson process and limT→ +∞ 2E[∆t|∆t < T ] =
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2E[∆t] and limT→ +∞ E[∆t2|Dt < T ] = E[∆t2] = 0 for Poisson process, thus
we get:

σ2
n ≤

0 + 2(1− 0) 1
E[∆t]

0 + 2E[∆t] + 0
− 1

E2[∆t]
= 0

�
Note that both the proof for the bias and the variance uses the fact

that Lemma 17 and Lemma 18 are true and thus the geometric series are
convergent. These requires conditions E[∆t] < ∞ and E[∆t2] < ∞ but does
not require that they should be the same so I conjecture that the theorems
and the proofs could be evolved in this direction towards a more general
statement.

2.2.6 The conditional bias of λ̃

In practical cases the purpose of the estimation of the intensity is to shape
network traffic and keep it within some constraints e.g., to limit access rate.
One popular mechanism for this is the Token Bucket, where certain parame-
ters of the shaping are often referred as traffic intensity. (E.g., this mechanism
is used for network traffic characterization [24], and also for call admission
control as in [12] and [38] and [42].) I think it is rather important to show
that the latter statistics is not to be used as an estimate for the intensity
(defined with (1)) of a point process. I have derived the definition for the
statistics with Token Bucket from the description of the mechanism and it is
the following:

Definition 8 (Token bucket statistics)

λ̃(tn;T, r) := max{1/T, (T λ̃(tn−1;T, r)− (tn − tn−1)r + 1)/T},
λ̃(t0;T, r) := 0. (15)

The definition with infinite bucket size:

λ̃(tn; +∞, r) := (tnλ̃(tn−1; +∞, r)− (tn − tn−1)r + 1)/tn.

We can calculate a parameter dependent bias using similar assumptions
and techniques as in the previous (λ̂) case. We do not aim discuss it in great
detail since as we will see this estimate is very much biased and does not give
relevant value for the real intensity.
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However, it is only important to discuss it here since this fact has not been
proved yet and there are applications using this as an estimate in overload
and processor load control or in traffic intensity shaping. (See e.g., [17].) In
most cases there is a reason to use for controlling and shaping purposes it
but one should not be mislead and not use it as an estimate.

Lemma 6 (The bias of λ̃(tn;T, r).) The bias of the estimate λ̃(tn;T, r) at
every time tn an event occurs in case of a point process with i.i.d. increments
with intensity λ is the following:

B̃n[T, r|Fs] =
1

T

1− rE[∆t|∆t < T ]

1− P[T ]
− E[λ(tn)|Fs] (16)

Proof. We can use the same computations

E[λ̃(tn;T, r)|Fn−1] = E[1{∆t≥T}
1
T
+ 1{∆t<T}(λ̃(tn−1;T, r)− r∆t

T
+ 1

T
)|Fn−1]

= E[1{∆t≥T ||∆t<T}
1
T
+ 1{∆t<T}λ̂n−1 − 1{∆t<T}r

∆t
T
|Fn−1]

= 1
T
+ P[∆t < T ]E[λ̃(tn−1;T, r)|Fn−1]− r

T
E[∆t|∆t < T ]

using also that r is deterministic and ∆t, λ(tn−1;T, r) are independent. Then
we have the recursive formula:

m̃n =
1

T
− r

T
E[∆t|∆t < T ] + P[∆t < T ]m̃n−1,

thus the closed form:

m̃n =
1

T
(1− rE[T ])

n−1∑
i=0

(F [T ])i + (F [T ])nm̃0 =

=
1

T
(1− rE[T ])

(F [T ])n − 1

F [T ]− 1
+ (F [T ])nm̃0 (17)

And then we can define the conditional expectation:

m̃ := lim
n→∞

m̃n =
1

T

1− rE[∆t|∆t < T ]

1− F [T ]
.

� The problem here that with T → + ∞this bias can be any large inde-
pendently from T . This statistics may not be used as an estimate for the
intensity. We will not take further discussions on this statistics.
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2.2.7 Comparison of the one-step biases of the estimates i.e., the
properties at tn conditioned on Fn−1

This part is the main theoretical result to support the good properties of the
proposed statistics for intensity estimation.

At first let us observe that Lemma (1) is not surprising if we see that
λ̂ is a simplified recursive definition of λ̄. To understand how it works for
λ̄(tn;T ) and λ̂(tn;T ), supposing that P[T >> ∆t] = 0, examine the following
recursion:

λ̄(tn;T ) =
N(tn)−N(tn − T )

T
=

=
N(tn)−N(tn−1)

T
+

N(tn−1)−N(tn−1 − T )

T
+

N(tn−1 − T )−N(tn − T )

T

=
1

T
+ λ̄(tn−1)−

N(tn − T )−N(tn−1 − T )

T
,

whenever tn − tn−1 ≤ T . (If tn − tn−1 > T then both λ̄(tn;T ) = λ̂(tn;T ) =
1/T .) Then the difference of the two estimates is the following:

λ̂(tn;T )− λ̄(tn;T ) =

= λ̂(tn−1;T )− λ̄(tn−1;T ) +
tn − tn−1

T
λ̂(tn−1;T )−

(N(tn − T )−N(tn−1 − T ))

T
.

This equation represents the similarities in the statistical behavior of the es-
timates especially in the stationary phase and will be used in calculations.
Supposing that in the time homogenous case we have already a good esti-
mate i.e., λ0 = λ̄(tn−1;T ) = λ̂(tn−1;T ), the two estimates have no difference
because by the definition of intensity the last two elements are equal.

λ̂(tn;T ) = λ̂(tn−1;T )− λ̂(tn−1;T )
tn − tn−1

T
+

1

T

λ̄(tn;T ) = λ̄(tn−1;T )− λ̄(tn−1;T )
tn − tn−1

T
+

1

T

+ λ̄(tn−1;T )
tn − tn−1

T
− N(tn − T )−N(tn−1 − T )

T

Now let E[N(tn−T )−N(tn−1−T )|Fn−1] = E[
∫ tn−T

tn−1−T
λ(u)du|Fn−1]. (Note

that tn − T is Fn-measurable, not Ftn−T -measurable, while tn−1 is Fn−1-
measurable!)
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The variance of the estimate λ̄ conditioned on Fn−1 is bigger than the
variance of λ̂ on the same condition as we see. (Since λ̄(tn−1;T ), λ̂(tn−1;T )
are Fn−1-measurable, their variance is 0, thus all the variance is due to the
terms containing tn and N(tn−T ). Knowing that all corresponding variances
are positive or zero, the statement is proved.)

From the calculations in the Sections before we are also able to draw a
picture of the biases of the estimates. The main idea here is to see how
the estimates behave in the future i.e., the main problem is to get a good
estimate of the intensity in tn having all measures up to tn−1.

Given that tn−tn−1 ≤ T and tn−1, tn ∈ [T0, T1], the biases of the estimates
conditioned on Fn−1 are the following:

B̄n[T |Fn−1] =
1

T
E[
∫ tn

tn−1

λ(u)du+
N(tn−1)−N(tn − T )

T
− λ(tn)|Fn−1]

B̂n[T |Fn−1] =
1

T
(λ̂(tn−1;T )(T − E[(tn − tn−1)|Fn−1]) + 1)− λ(tn)

In other words the above equations give the distribution of the condi-
tional biases as probability variables i.e., the distribution of the value of
P[B̂n[T |Fn−1] > x] is P[ 1

T
(λ̂(tn−1;T )(T − (E[tn − tn−1])) + 1)− λ(tn) > x].

Now let us compare the absolute biases of the two estimates and express
the main result of this work with the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Suppose that we have an unbiased estimate of the intensity up
to time Fn−1 and the value is λn−1. Also suppose that P[∆t < T ] = 1.
Suppose further that λ(t) is integrable. We define the average intensity of
the process up to the probabilistic time tn by the following equation: λn =

1
tn−tn−1

∫ tn
tn−1

λ(u)du. Then the following statements are true:

1. The Fn−1-conditioned bias of the estimate λ̄ (i.e., B̄n[T |Fn−1]) at tn is
zero if and only if λn−1 = λn for any parameter 0 < T ;

2. The Fn−1-conditioned bias of the estimate λ̂ (i.e., B̂n[T |Fn−1]) at tn is
zero if and only is λn−1 = λn or λn = 1/T for any parameter 0 < T ;

3. Given that λn−1 ̸= λn, B̂n[T |Fn−1] ≤ B̄n[T |Fn−1] if and only if λn ≤
1
2
(1/T ).

Proof. First let us observe that λn = 1
E[tn−tn−1|Fn−1]

since E[
∫ tn
tn−1

λ(u)du|Fn−1] =

E[N(tn)−N(tn−1)|Fn−1] = 1.
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It can also be seen that λn is an intensity whenever λ(u) ∈ L1 is an
intensity i.e., it satisfies (1):

1 = E[N(tn)−N(tn−1)|Fn−1] = E[
∫ tn

tn−1

1

tn − tn−1

∫ tn

tn−1

λ(u)duds|Fn−1]

= E[
∫ tn

tn−1

1

tn − tn−1

ds

∫ tn

tn−1

λ(u)du|Fn−1]

= E[
∫ tn

tn−1

λ(u)du|Fn−1] = E[N(tn)−N(tn−1)|Fn]

= 1.

(Note that in this model, the intensity is not unique for the process and
observed discretely. This assumption seems to be very particular but it is
always the case in practice.)

The proofs are straightforward from the definitions and we treat them
together. First we write the Fn−1-conditioned biases in a recursive form
(note that ∆t < T almost surely is supposed):

B̄n[T |Fn−1] =
1

T
E[tn − tn−1|Fn−1]λ̄(tn−1;T ) + E[

N(tn−1)−N(tn − T )

T
]− λn

=
1

T
E[tn − tn−1|Fn−1]λ̄(tn−1;T ) +

E[
∫ tn−1

tn−T
λ(u)du|Fn−1]

T
− λn

=
1

T
E[tn − tn−1|Fn−1]λ̄(tn−1;T ) +

1

T
E[tn − tn−1 + T |Fn−1]λn−1 − λn

=
1

T

1

λn

λ̄(tn−1;T ) +
1

T

λn−1

λn

+ λn−1 − λn

= (λn−1 − λn +
λ̄(tn−1;T )− λn−1

Tλn

B̂n[T |Fn−1] =
1

T
(λ̂(tn−1;T )(T − E[(tn − tn−1)|Fn−1]) + 1)− λn

= λ̂(tn−1;T )−
1

T
λ̂(tn−1;T )E[(tn − tn−1)|Fn−1] +

1

T
− λn

= λ̂(tn−1;T )−
1

T

λ̂(tn−1;T )

λn

+
1

T
− λn

= (λn − λ̂(tn−1;T ))(
1

T

1

λn

− 1)
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The above equations can be used to calculate the Fn−1-conditional biases of
the estimates. Now let us examine the statements of the theorem respectively:

1. Substituting λ̄(tn−1;T ) = λn−1 we get B̄n[T |Fn−1] = λn−1−λn and the
statement is proved.

2. Substituting λ̂(tn−1;T ) = λn−1 we get B̂n[T |Fn−1] = (λn−λ̂(tn−1;T ))(
1
T

1
λn
−

1) what is zero if and only if either λn− λ̂(tn−1;T ) = 0 or 1
T

1
λn

− 1 = 0,
where the second equation is true if and only if λn = 1/T .

3. Substituting λ̄(tn−1;T ) = λ̂(tn−1;T ) = λn−1 and taking the absolute
value of the biases, to get or statement true we need |(λn−λ̂n−1)(

1
T

1
λn

−
1)| ≤ |(λn − λ̂n−1)| what is satisfied in the case when |( 1

T
1
λn

− 1)| ≤ 1

thus either 1
T
< λn or 1

T
< 2λn has to be true what completes the proof.

�
The third statement in this theorem tells us that supposing that we have a

good estimate already, if T is large enough then it is likely that the λ̂ estimate
gives a better guess for the intensity in tn than λ̄. The technical condition on
T is 1/2λn < T if λ ≥ 0 and 1/2λn ≤ T < 1/λn if λ < 0 which is interesting
in certain special cases e.g., when we λ̂ is a kind of derivative of the Wiener
Process. If we suppose that the gaps between the events are distributed in
such a way that the mean value is something like E[∆t] ∼= 1/λ then this
condition is 1

2
E[∆t] < T say E[∆t] < T that is literally: the parameter T

should be set to a greater value than the expected time of the next event and
then λ̂ is likely a better estimate for λ than λ̄.

2.2.8 Fn−1-conditional variance

We expect that the Fn−1-conditional variance of the λ̂ will be lower than that
of the λ̄ at tn at certain cases. We showed that the asymptotical conditional
variance as T → +∞ goes to zero and I show simulation results to support
the findings.

We cannot determine exact formulas to prove the conjecture, because to
do this, — at least if we want to have a similar approach as above, — we
would need a similar equation like (1) for E[(N(t)−N(s))2|Fs, s < t].

However, we can calculate recursive forms for the variance of the two
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estimates. At first, see that the variance of λ̂ is the following:

ˆVARn[T |Fn−1] =
λ̂2
n−1

T 2
VAR[tn − tn−1]

−2
λ̂2
n−1

T
E[tn − tn−1|Fn−1](1− P[tn − tn−1 < T |Fn−1]).

Now suppose that dt << T i.e., P[tn − tn−1 < T |Fn−1] = 0 then we can get:

ˆVARn[T |Fn−1] = E[λ̂2
n|Fn−1]− E2[λ̂n|Fn] =

= E[(λ̂n−1 − λ̂n−1
tn − tn−1

T
)2]− E2[λ̂n−1 − λ̂n−1

tn − tn−1

T
|Fn]

= λ̂2
n−1 +

1

T 2
+ 2λ̂n−1

1

T
+ λ̂2

n−1

E[(tn − tn−1)
2]

T 2
− 2(

1

T
+ λ̂n−1)

E[tn − tn−1]

T
λ̂n−1 −

= λ̂2
n−1

E[(tn − tn−1)
2]

T
−

λ̂2
n−1

T 2
E2[tn − tn−1] =

=
λ̂2
n−1

T 2
VAR[tn − tn−1].

Similarly, we can have a recursive form for λ̄ when dt << T :

¯VARn[T |Fn−1] = E[λ̄2
n|Fn]− E2[λ̄n|Fn−1]

= E[(
N(tn − T )−N(tn−1 − T )

T
)2|Fn−1]− E2[

N(tn − T )−N(tn−1 − T )

T
|Fn−1] =

=
1

T 2
VAR[N(tn − T )−N(tn−1 − T )].

Figure 1 shows that when estimating a stationary Poisson process, the
classical estimate λ̄ has higher variance than λ̂ after reaching a good enough
estimation.

2.3 Examples: The Poisson process and the Hawkes
process

We examine the Poisson and Hawkes processes in this section and we give
results for the Wald process in Section 6.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the λ̄ and λ̂ estimates. The black line is the nominal
rate for a stationary Poisson process with λ = 10 (i.e., E[∆t] = 1/10), while
the red and the blue lines are the λ̄ and λ̂ estimates respectively, both with
parameter T = 20.

2.3.1 Poisson process

We examine the statistical properties of λ̄, λ̂ in case of the stationary Poisson
process for which the time gaps are identically and exponentially distributed
i.e., ∆t ∼ Exp[λ].

In this case we can write the conditional expectation of the first and the
second moments of the probability variable ∆t the following way:

E[∆t|∆t ≤ T ] =
1

λ
− T

eλT − 1
(18)

E[∆t2|∆t < T ] =
2

λ
− 1

λ2

Tλ(2 + Tλ)

eλT − 1
. (19)

Now examine the properties of estimate λ̄.

Theorem 5 The estimate λ̄ is unbiased for all T , — meaning that it is
asymptotically unbiased as well, — whenever the process is a Poisson type
and λ(t) = λ0 = const.
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Proof. Whenever λ(t) = λ0 = const. the number of events in any in-
terval τ follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λτ : E[λ(t, τ)] =
1
τ

∑∞
k=1 k

e−λτ (λτ)k

k!
= λτ

τ
, which completes the proof. �

Theorem 6 Based on F0, the estimate λ̄(tn;T ) is a maximum likelihood
estimate of the Poisson process with intensity λ(t) = λ0.

Proof. The log-likelihood function similarly to the one in [11] is the following:

LT (θ) = −
∫ tn

tn−T

µ(θ)dt+

∫ tn

tn−T

log µ(θ)dN(t) =

= −µ(θ)(tn − (tn − T )) + (N(tn)−N(tn − T )) log µ(θ)

which is maximized in µ(θ) = (N(tn)−N(tn − T ))/T . �
Now examine the properties of estimate λ̂. For the estimate λ̂,

using the findings in the Sections above we can get some result of the bias,
namely the statistics is asymptotically unbiased whenever T → +∞ i.e.,
as the parameterized estimate λ̂(tn;T ) approaches λ̂(tn; +∞) and since the
asymptotic variance is zero, it is also consistent.

Proposition 6 In case of the Poisson process the tn−1-conditioned bias of
the estimate λ̂(tn;T ) converges to 0 as T → +∞.

Proof. Recall that the bias of such an estimate for s ≤ tn−1 is the following:
B̂n[T |Fs] =

1
T (1−P[T ])+E[∆t|∆t<T ]

− λ.

The estimate λ̂(t;T ) for a process with constant intensity λ0 = 1/E[∆t]
is asymptotically unbiased once limT→∞ T (1− F [T ]) = 0 and of course
limT→∞ E[∆t|∆t < T ] = E[∆t]. (One has to substitute into (11) and then
get limn→∞mn = 1/E[∆t].)

The conditions are satisfied in case of an inhomogeneous Poisson process.
The above conditions are satisfied by Lemmas 20 and 19.�
Proposition 7 (higher conditional expectation) The conditional expec-
tation of the λ̂ statistics is always higher than the intensity for Poisson pro-
cess: λ ≤ E[λ̂(tn, T )|Fn].

Proof. Now E[∆t] = λ and we show that m = 1
T (1−F [T ])+E[∆t|∆t<T ]

> λ. Now

subtract λ and then substitute (18) we obtain Tλ2

−eTλ+e2Tλ−Tλ
> 0.

This is true iff f(x) := e2x − ex − Tλ > 0. This comes from the facts
f(0) = 0 and for f ′(x) = (2ex+1)(ex−1) we get f ′(x) < 0 ⇔ x < 0, f ′(x) >⇔
x > 0.�
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Lemma 7 λ̂(tn;T ) ≥ 1/T , whenever tn ≥ t1.

Proof. Now λ̂(t1;T ) = 1/T and suppose that λ̂(tn−1;T ) ≥ 1/T ≥ 0. Then
according to the definition of λ̂(tn−1;T ), λ̂(tn;T ) = 1/T ≥ 1/T when ∆t > T
and λ̂(tn;T ) = λ̂(tn−1;T )(1 − ∆t

T
) + 1/T ≥ 1/T because 1 − ∆t

T
> 0 since

∆t < T . �

2.3.2 Hawkes’ self-exciting process

It is very common to model phenomenons like earthquakes, network failures,
financial crashes e.g., with a self-exciting process meaning that the events
occurred stimulate new events to happen. In telecommunication networks a
request rejected by the target is often resent by the source at a random time.
A handy tool to describe such phenomenon is the Hawkes-process.

Let us introduce the Hawkes-process as it is described in [40].
The definition of the intensity of a Hawkes-process is the following:

λH(t;λ0, g) = λ0 +

∫ t

−∞
g(t− u)dN(u), (20)

or

λH(t;λ0, g) = λ0 +
∑
∀ti<t

g(t− ti), (21)

where λ0, g ≥ 0, what is a right-continuous jumping function where the
jumps are constant deterministic σ = g(0) and occur at every events, i.e.,
λH(ti) = λH(ti−) + σ.

The kernel g(u) of the process can be interpreted as the impulse response
of a linear system. The condition for a strictly stationary solution to exist
(see [40]) is the following: ∫ ∞

0

g(u)du < 1. (22)

For example g(u) = αe−βu, α < β satisfies this condition and then the inten-
sity becomes:

λH(t;λ0, α, β) = λ0 +

∫ t

−∞
αe−βu, α < βdN(u) = λ0 +

∑
∀ti<t

αe−β(t−ti). (23)
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Let us check the behavior of our estimates for the Hawkes process of a
special type. The scenario we will model is the mass-registration problem and
it is the following. We have a central database server where all subscribers are
registered. One of the network elements restarts due to failure or planned
maintenance and all the users managed by that server have to re-register
as soon as the faulty node recovers. In this case many of the registration
messages will be rejected because of overload in the system and the terminals
may re-register again.

We will suppose that the probability of receiving a re-registration due
to rejection is described by function g(u), for which

∫ +∞
0

g(u)du < 1. Also
suppose that the first message with positive probability of rejection is received
at time t0 and the intensity is λ(tn) = λ0 +

∑n
i=0 g(tn − ti) (g(0) := 0).

The Fn-conditional bias of the estimate λ̄(tn+1;T ) is the following

B̄n+1[T |Fn] = E[λ̄(tn+1;T )− λH(tn+1)|Fn]

= E[λ̄(tn;T )|Fn] + E[
N(tn+1)−N(tn)

T
|Fn]

−E[
N(tn+1 − T )−N(tn − T )

T
|Fn]

−E[λ0 +

∫ tn+1

0

g(tn+1 − s)dN(s)]

= λ̄(tn;T ) +
1

T
− E[

N(tn+1 − T )−N(tn − T )

T
|Fn]

−λ0 −
∫ tn

0

g(tn − s)dN(s)− E[g(tn+1 − tn)]

= λ̄(tn;T ) +
1

T
− E[

N(tn+1 − T )−N(tn − T )

T
|Fn]

−λH(tn;T )− E[g(tn+1 − tn)]

= λ̄(tn;T )− λH(tn;T ) +
1

T
− E[g(tn+1 − tn)]

−E[
N(tn+1 − T )−N(tn − T )

T
|Fn].

The Fn-conditional bias of the estimate λ̂(tn+1;T ) using similar calculations
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is the following:

B̂n+1[T |Fn] = E[λ̂(tn+1;T )− λH(tn+1)|Fn]

= λ̂(tn;T )− λH(tn;T ) +
1

T
− E[g(tn+1 − tn)]

−E[tn+1 − tn|Fn]λ̂(tn;T ).

and supposing that λ̄(tn;T ) = λ̂(tn;T ) = λ(tn) i.e., the estimates are unbi-
ased in tn we get the following:

|B̄n+1[T |Fn]− B̂n+1[T |Fn]| =

= |E[N(tn+1 − T )−N(tn − T )

T
|Fn]− E[tn+1 − tn|Fn]λ̂(tn;T )|.

2.4 Conclusions and wrap up

A new method is proposed to estimate the intensity of a one dimensional
point process based upon the fact that the jumping times can be measured.
I have proved that the estimate is the same as the maximum likelihood
estimate as T → + ∞. I have also showed that the bias of the estimate
shrinks to zero under the same conditions. The main achievement is that I
have proved that the proposed new estimate has better one-step statistical
properties than the classical one.

The findings here shows that on one hand the proposed method is a good
estimate but on the other hand it is a better predictor than the estimates.
It is planned to make investigations in this direction in the future and to
compare the results with e.g. universal prediction algorithms and theory.

A few open question remained that is a good way forward for discussions.

• The following proposition needs to be investigated: Given the defini-
tions above it is suspected that ∀n limT→ +∞Bn[T |Fs] = 0 and, for
a given T , limn→ +∞Bn[T |Fs] = 0 converges to consistency.

• The intensity of a point process in our case is defined by 1 but yet there
are no equations for the quadratic expectation function of the process:
E[(N(t)−N(s))2|Fs] =?.

Another interesting direction is to find links with the universal prediction
algorithms.
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Later in Section 4, it will be shown that the proposed estimation method,
combined with some additional mechanism, is efficient for traffic rate estima-
tion in overload control problems in telecommunication networks. Another
application of the estimate is proposed in Section 6. Given some additional
information on state transitions, the proposed statistics is used for parame-
ters estimation of Markov-processes.
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3 AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM TO SET

THE PARAMETERS OF TOKEN BUCKET

ACCORDING TO SOMEGIVEN THROUGH-

PUT REQUIREMENTS

In this part the the so-called Token Bucket call gapping mechanism is mod-
eled and discussed. The algorithm itself is mainly used for filtering messages
in telecommunication networks for load control purposes but can also be
applied for Internet traffic characterization on packet level. We primary dis-
cuss it within the concept of signalling overload control in telecommunication
networks. The aim is to give an efficient algorithm to set the bucket size pa-
rameters (watermarks) in order to meet some throughput requirements.

There has been many works discussing on the values of the parameters
of Token Bucket. For example [25] examines the delay characteristics of the
Token Bucket and related mechanisms on packet level for Internet traffic,
where the bucket is a real buffer. However, on signalling level, Token Bucket
is a mechanism that introduces no delay into the system by itself, it represents
the resources available for serving in a special model. The version we examine
is described in the standards [44, 42] and used for call request gapping.

After a short introduction, the Token Bucket mechanism is described and
a Markov chain model is defined for it. To provide tools for the construc-
tion of an efficient parameter setting algorithm I propose some important
theorems based on the stationary distribution of the Markov chain model.
With the tools in hand, an algorithm is proposed to set the parameters of
the Token Bucket.

3.1 The Token Bucket with parameters (r,W )

The Token Bucket call gapping mechanism is the following: there is a bucket
of available tokens representing available resources (free capacity) of the sys-
tem. Requests are offered to the system and each of them is assigned a num-
ber of tokens needed i.e., the amount of resources it requires to be served.
Once there are enough tokens in the bucket the request is admitted and
dropped otherwise. (We stress that no queues are applied and no delay is
present in the system because of the Token Bucket call gapping algorithm.)

By the definition of the original Token Bucket the tokens are generated
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into the bucket with exponential distribution and the offers arrive with a
Poisson process in most models. This means that the time interval between
the arrivals is also exponentially distributed.

However, the decision about serving a request is often implemented differ-
ently. Let us begin with the difference in the interpretation of the mechanism:
rather than consuming the tokens the bucket fill b is increased when a request
arrives. The token generation is then realized with decreasing the bucket fill.
The maximum fill is the watermark W that cannot be exceeded and also the
bucket fill can not be lower than 0. This concept is equivalent to the original
algorithm.

In many implementations, deterministic token generation is used instead
of the exponential one as it can be also read in e.g., [42], because it is much
easier to implement.

Let us present the two most popular version of Token Bucket. One is the
most suitable for implementation and the other is the one that is easy to
model and analyze mathematically.

• Token Bucket with continuous token generation: When a new request
arrives at tn than the needed bucket fill is calculated: b(tn) as if the
request was served. This is done with calculating the expected number
of tokens that would have been generated from the time the former
service was served (tn−1) then multiply it with the throughput capacity
of the bucket i.e., the Token Bucket rate at tn: r(tn) and subtract it
from the former bucket size at b(tn−1). Then it tests it against the
preset constant watermark: W .

Definition 9 (Token Bucket call gapping strategy γt(r,W ))

b(tn) = max{χ(t), b(tn−1)− r(tn−1)(tn − tn−1) + χ(t)}, (24)

where χ(t) = 1 iff there is an offer. Admit if b(tn) ≤ W . If the offer is
admitted, the above definition is used for the next value of the bucket
fill b. If the offer is rejected, then b(tn) is recalculated with χ(t) = 0.

• Token Bucket with exponential token generation: This second variant
works just as the first one but tokens are consumed with Exponential
distribution with parameter µ = r and the requests are admitted only
if there is a place to put one more token into the bucket.
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In the first version the process describing the incoming requests is a dis-
crete state space process while the bucket is filled with a continuous state
space deterministic one. This makes the discussion difficult so we model the
second one but we expect that our results can be applied for the first one as
well in practice.

(In many solutions the offers for the bucket can be of different types
with different resource needs and thus Siχi(t) is used for update, where Si is
the so-called “splash amount” i.e., the expected number of tokens needed to
serve the request of type i. From now on we suppose that Si = 1, since the
calculations would be much more difficult without any qualitatively different
result with respect to the requirements we consider now.)

3.2 Modeling the Token Bucket with a Markov Chain

In this section a Token Bucket with constant parameters and an exponential
token generation is considered so the mechanism is a type of birth and death
process with finite queue size.

There is an extensive study of birth and death processes and there are two
fundamental important properties we should consider in the current model.
Firstly, in our case, the Markov chain has a finite state space, secondly,
we are more interested in the so-called overload case where the birth (the
intensity of the incoming offers) is equally high or higher than the death
(token generation). For the infinite state space stable birth and death chains
see e.g., [4].

The rather obvious Markov Chain model is depicted on Figure 25. The
frequency of Token generation (µ) that is, going to a lower state i.e., jump
from Si → Si−1, is exponentially distributed with a parameter that equals
to the capacity µ = r. The offers arrive to the system with a Poisson pro-
cess with λ so time elapsed between the subsequent offers is exponentially
distributed with λ. We consider the incoming process as an aggregation of
several Poisson processes with parameters λj yielding the arrival rate of the
offers of priority level j. The priorities are in strict order and marked with
natural numbers j ∈ N. The probability of the arrival of a level j offer is
P[j] := λj∑

λj
. In states above watermarkWj all the requests of lower priorities

are banned so only frequencies of the higher priority offers move the system
to a higher state (Si → Si+1 with

∑
k>j λk).

It is obvious that this Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution
since it is irreducible and aperiodic and finite state. Let Pstat = (p1, p2, ..., pWmax)
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denote the stationary measure. The Token Bucket does not admit an offer if
there are no more tokens i.e., if the process is in state SWj

we do not admit
an offer of level j. (However, it is important that we have an empty state,
S0, so the number of states is Wmax + 1.)

The conditional probability of rejecting an offer of priority level j is
the probability being in a higher or equal state than SWj

: P[”Reject”|j] =∑
k>Wj

pk from which P[”Reject” of type j] = P[”Reject”|j]P[j] =
∑

k>Wj
pkP[j].

Then the probability of rejecting an offer is P[”Reject”] =
∑

P[”Reject”|j] =∑
P[”Reject”|j]P[j] =

∑∑
k>Wj

pkP[j].
It is possible to examine the loss probabilities only at given incoming

call distribution and watermark settings. The requirements can be defined
also only on this data. Example requirement for priority levels: At µ =
λ and P[1] = 0.5,P[2] = 0.9 the P[”Reject”|2] < 0.9(1 − P[2]). Example
requirement for priority levels: A finite integral of the difference should be
below a number:

∫
0
P[”Reject”|1]− P[”Reject”|2]dλ.

Now the frequency matrix (rate matrix) of the Markov chain model of
the Token Bucket takes the following form. Example: suppose that there are
m = 2 watermark levels: W1 = 2,W2 = 4.

−(λ1 + λ2) (λ1 + λ2) 0 0 0
µ −(λ1 + λ2)− µ (λ1 + λ2) 0 0 0
0 µ −λ1 − µ λ1 0
0 0 µ −λ1 − µ λ1

0 0 0 µ −µ

 (25)

It has been proved that the loss probability in an Erlang system is the
same irrespectively of the fact that serving time is deterministic or expo-
nential [4]. Although the system we have is not a system of that type but
equivalence in limit is conjectured in our case as well. (We should not go
into details now.)

3.3 Propositions and lemmas for Token Bucket

In this section we discuss the Token Bucket throughput characteristics. We
give exact mathematical calculations where possible. However, the formulas
are rather large and not very easy to follow but we aim to prove some very
important properties and we give intuitive explanations where possible.

We will observe that the higher the watermark level is the lower the
probability of rejection at any given offer rate. This remains true in the
complex system but, as we will see, as soon as we raise the watermark level for
a higher priority offer then we raise the probability of dropping lower priority
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ones. These results also yield the intuitive fact that the higher the difference
between the watermark levels is the more strict the priority handling is. A
formulation of these is coming.

Now let us write some lemmas and then give an important proposition
for the model. The proofs of lemmas are to be find in Appendix 9.

Lemma 8 The loss probability depends only on the Watermark and the Ratio
of λ and µ.

It is obvious that the proof and the lemma is true irrespectively of the
actual incoming rates and the watermarks chosen. From now on we set µ = 1
so λi can be interpreted as the relative frequency of the incoming traffic to
the serving rate.

Lemma 9 The stationary distribution is P0 = {pi} = {λi/(λ+λ2+...+λm)}
if µ = 1 and m = 1.

Remark 2 For λ > 1 (i.e., λ > µ) the probability of being in state i de-
creases with i and for λ < 1 this is the other way around. It can be important
to see that whenever λ = 1, meaning λ = µ: p0 = p1 = ... = pi = ... = PW =
1/(W + 1).

The following proposition tells that if the incoming rate is higher to a
bucket then the loss is higher as well.

Lemma 10 If λa < λb then for m = 1 the loss is higher in bucket with λb.

The following proposition tells us that the with a higher watermark the
loss is smaller in case of overload or underload as well.

Lemma 11 The loss in the bucket with m = 1 is decreasing when W raises
even if λ > 1 (i.e., λ > µ) or λ < 1 (i.e., λ < µ).

After a short investigation in the case with m = 1 we now turn to some
new calculations regarding cases with multiple watermark levels.

Lemma 12 In case of multiple watermark levels, for watermarks W1 ≤
W2 ≤ ... ≤ Wm and rates λj the steady-state distribution is the following:

pi =
(
∑m

k=1 λk)
W1(
∑m

k=2 λk)
W2−W1 ...(

∑m
k=j λk)

i−Wj≤i

S
,

where S is the nominator that normalizes the sum to
∑

pi = 1 i.e., the sum
of all denominators of each pi.
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Now we are ready to state the proposition that is needed to find an
efficient algorithm for watermark setting. This tells us that the higher the
difference between the watermark levels is the more likely that the lower
level offers are dropped and the more likely the higher priority level offers
are admitted.

Proposition 8 Let Λi =
∑m

k=i λk (Λi ≥ Λi+1) and then the following intu-
itive statements are true:

• (W ′
j = Wj + 1 & ΛWj

> 1)
⇒ (p′i≤Wj

< pi≤Wj
& p′i>Wj

≥ pi<Wj
)

• (λ′
j = λj + ϵ > λj)

⇒ (p′i≤Wj
< pi≤Wj

& p′i>Wj
≥ pi<Wj

).

The first part of this proposition tells us that if the system is overloaded
then, with raising the watermark, the probability of being in a higher state
raise. Intuitively, we let a few more request consume the tokens in the bucket
so there are going to be less of them more likely. The second part tells us
that the situation is similar if the offer rate from priority level j are raised. In
this case, it is more likely that level j offers are banned thus the probability
of being in a higher state is also higher.

Proof. Fix a Wj watermark that is to be changed to Wj
′ = Wj + 1.

It is easy to see that the matrix changes only from its Wj+1th row (col-
umn) and so S and S ′ can be written in the following form:

S = A+BΛ
Wj

j +BΛ
Wj

j Λj+1 +BΛ
Wj

j Λj+1Λ
1
j+1

+BΛ
Wj

j Λj+1Λ
2
j+1...

S ′ = A+BΛ
Wj

j +BΛ
Wj

j Λj +BΛ
Wj

j ΛjΛ
1
j+1

+BΛ
Wj

j ΛjΛ
2
j+1...,

where A is the ”sum of denominators of each pi, i ≤ j” and

B = (
m∑
k=1

λk)
W1(

m∑
k=2

λk)
W2−W1 ...(

m∑
k=j

λk)
i−Wj≤i

. The most important to see is that for each member of the sum in S above
the Wjth:

Si≥Wj
/S ′

i≥Wj
= Λj+1/Λj.
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This means that S ≤ S ′. Now we examine what happens to the state prob-
abilities:

• For pi≤Wj
the nominator does not change, and since S ′ ≥ S, p′i≤Wj

<
pi≤Wj

.

• For i ≥ W ′
j the probabilities can be rewritten as pi≥W ′

j
= aΛj/A+CΛj

and p′i≥W ′
j
= aΛj+1/A+ CΛj+1 yielding pi≥W ′

j
≤ p′i≥W ′

j
since

aΛj/A+ CΛj ≤ aΛj+1/A+ CΛj+1,

∀0 < a,A,C,Λj,Λj+1 ∈ R+.

�

3.4 Watermark setting strategies

The setting of watermark levels in Token Bukcet based load control mecha-
nisms is done in an intuitive way in practice. Here we give example algorithms
that set the the watermark levels according to some pre-defined requirements.
The requirements shall be paraphrased in terms of loss of traffic. E.g., at
90% load the node should admit at least 0.99% of the incoming traffic. In
this case, supposing that the capacity of the node is µ = 1[calls/sec.] then
λ = 0.9[calls/sec.] in the model and the problem is to find W .

Understanding that the loss in a Token Bucket system depends only on
the ratio of the incoming and serving rates we can define the token bucket
loss probability functional that maps from the incoming offer rates by priority
levels and watermark settings:

Definition 10 (Token bucket loss probability functional)

Loss : (W;λ) 7→ Rm, (26)

where λ is the parameter, more precisely the vector of λj(j = 1, ...,m) inten-
sities of the incoming traffic. (It is clear from the additivity property of the
Poisson process, that the total incoming traffic rate is the sum of the rate of
each traffic.)

Unfortunately the expression to the inverse of this functional
(Loss−1(L∗;λ) = W∗) is not known explicitly. We will then give methods to
calculate the watermark settings (or to tell one feasible watermark setting)
knowing the loss probability vector.
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3.4.1 Traffic loss at a given traffic rate

The first requirement type we discuss defines a maximum traffic loss level
Lfix = (l1, l2, ..., lm) per priority at a well defined incoming call rate λ and
distribution of incoming offer priority levels P[j]. We can define the feasible
set of watermarks for this kind of requirement:

Definition 11 (Feasible set of watermarks for fixed parameters)

Wfix(λ,Lfix) = {W : Loss[λ,W] < Lfix} (27)

It is rather easy to check whether W ∈ Wfix meaning that with these
watermark levels the conditions are satisfied. However, it is not obvious to
define precedences within the feasible watermark vectors. Multiple aspects
can be taken into consideration.

• The first is to select that one which provides the highest total through-
put rate or another can be that we choose the one with highest through-
put rate for a given priority level e.g., for the emergency calls.

• Secondly, it is very likely that with raising the watermarks to infinity
the best throughput can be achieved although it is obviously not a
solution since it allows rather long queue sizes at the server what is
often required to be bounded and minimized. In systems where the
maximal watermark level is bounded or simply the higher watermark
results the higher delay what is to be avoided it might be a good choice
to select the feasible W with the smallest watermarks. (Still there is
no natural precedence between the watermarks. Is the smallest is the
smallest for a given class or for the sum of all classes?)

• Finally, it is also often required that the watermarks of the higher prior-
ity classes are strictly higher than those of the lowers thus equivalence
is not allowed despite the fact that the system would meet all other
requirements.

Example 2 (Handling emergency calls) Let us see an example where
the operator requires that the system admits emergency requests even in case
of 20 times overload. Of course this can not be done but we have some options
to formulate it into our model and set the watermarks accordingly.
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As we have seen from theorem 21 we can suppose that (µ = 1) is the
capacity of the system. Naturally, we can throughput a maximum of only
λe = µ = 1 calls/sec of emergency calls in steady state. We want to find
the a watermark that provides 0.95% throughput for these types of calls while
there are 19 calls/sec lower priority ones.

Therefore we should calculate Loss−1(pother, 0.95; (19, 1)) = (Wother,We),
where pother can take any value. Naturally many good solutions arise i.e.,
there are infinite number of feasible settings of the watermarks.

Note that the higher first watermark implies the higher loss at the second
level and so on as it was stated in Proposition 8.

3.4.2 Algorithm to find a feasible watermark set

We provide the reader with example algorithms that find a feasible watermark
set. The first will be the simplest one while the second is the more efficient
one. Both solves the same problem and have the same input and output.
The input is the number of watermark levels and the requirements on the
conditional loss probabilities and the output is an element of the feasible
Watermark set.

Now let us have some statements that helps us in the construction of the
algorithm:

• Watermark vectors with increasing levels considered only i.e., for all
j < k priority levels: Wj < Wk.

• A precedence is defined between the watermark vectors where a vector
is higher if any of its coordinate is higher than the same coordinate in
the other vector. (This relation obviously yields a unique sorting all
the vectors since we have Wj < Wk.)

Algorithm 1. The first algorithm starts form the smallest vector and
checks if it meets the requirements and if not then it takes the next vector.
The algorithm stops at the first vector belonging to the feasible set.

The pseudo code of the algorithm is the following:

W=”First watermark vector”

Repeat W = ”Nextwatermarkvector” until W ∈ Wfix;

W
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Of course this method is rather easy to implement but it needs a lot
of computations to check the conditions for all vectors before we find the
solution.

Algorithm 2. Examine that from theorems 24 and 8 the loss at priority
level m decreases only with raising Wm so we can define Rule m: if the
requirement does not stand for level m then Wm should be raised. Then we
can create Rule m− 1 for level m− 1 since the loss at m− 1 decreases only
with raising Wm or Wm+1. According to he rules defined the algorithm is the
following:
Check:=Function[j,

For[k = m to j do

Repeat

Check[k];

Wk ++ until Lossk < Lk

];

Run{Check[1]}.

This algorithm runs much faster than the one above. It is rather easy to
see that the second algorithm does not test on every feasible set of watermarks
while it finds the minimal one according to he preference. If there was another
solution that is smaller than the one this method finds then either the rules
or the theorems would be violated.

3.4.3 Watermark settings with measured traffic distribution

In real time telecommunication systems both the traffic intensity and traffic
mix changes with time. (E.g., there might be a raise of emergency calls
share due to an accident or a fall of their share because of a football game
or festival.) The loss in the system depends highly on the traffic mix i.e.,
Wfix changes in time. This jeopardizes our pursuit to give requirements like
in Section 3.4.1.

The first idea to handle this phenomenon is to set the watermark levels
high enough and assume that the traffic mix can not be that bad that it
violates the requirements.

Another solution might be to statistically measure the share distributions
and set the watermarks such a way that the probability of the violation of
the requirements is very unlikely. This still uses fixed watermark levels only
the requirements are extended to tell how to handle the statistical changes
of the offered traffic.
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It is also possible to calculate loss probabilities in the observed traffic mix
distribution measure. Suppose that the distribution of the share of offers of
a given level is Fj. Then we can define a traffic mix distribution dependent
loss function:

Definition 12
LossT := (λ(t),W) 7→ Rm (28)

Finally note that it is obvious that we should accept deviations from
the requirement under very unlikely situation e.g., only emergency calls are
offered with a higher rate than the capacity. Then of course the dropping
rate will be higher than allowed.

Watermark settings for real time system - a method: At first we
think that the system has anyhow a limited capacity. Our first requirement
then can be that e.g., 0.95% of the traffic is throughput whenever the load
of the highest priority traffic is 100% while the overall overload is 20*100%
i.e., λm = µ = r and

∑
j λj = 20µ, where the priority levels are ascending in

j i.e., m indicates the highest level. Then we say that this watermark level
is the ultimate upper limit and it is fixed.

1. Determine Wmax according to the requirement and fix it.

2. Measure all incoming rates per priority level and update all λjs.

3. Update every Wj < Wmax using Algorithm 2. with the updated λjs.

The watermark Wj < Wmax comes from protocol limitations i.e., it may
not be changed but all the other are to be adjusted according to the traffic
changes. It might happen that the system does not meet all the requirements
for all the traffic classes but it will meet the requirement described above.

3.5 Conclusions

I modeled the Token Bucket mechanism using discrete state continuous time
Markov chain. The model is valid even in the case when the tokens are
generated with an exponential distribution based on the findings in [4]. Using
the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, I made some important
propositions that helped to construct an effective algorithm that can be used
for watermark setting what is needed in real-time systems. The work is
published in [CP2-IEEE-SoftCom-2009].
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4 QUALITY OF SERVICE AWARE NET-

WORKS: A NEW QUEUE-LESS CALL GAP-

PING MECHANISM

Network optimization and traffic classification have always been in the center
of interest of the telecommunications industry. In [J6-LTRACK-JOURNAL]
and [CP4-HTE 2005], an algorithm proposed to minimize the signalling load
for IP Mobility solutions for which I made parameter optimization. Then this
algorithm is further discussed in e.g., [J5-MMM-Telecom], [J5b-MMM-Hiradas*],
[HTE 2006*] and [CP3-MOMM 2006], where a general model of IP mobil-
ity systems to optimize the handover strategy is proposed. The findings
there led to the proposal of a novel approach of IP mobility that transforms
all the logic and control from the network to the terminal when it comes
to handover decision (see. e.g., [J3b-CMFS-Hiradas*], [J3-CMFS-Telecom]
and [Networks 2008*]). More about the proposal and the algorithms can be
read in [MOMM 2008*].

On the other hand, despite the careful planning and optimization of net-
works, overload situations often arise in case of network faults, wrong di-
mensioning or special events such as disasters, football matches, television
shows, earthquakes. To handle these situations, overload control systems
are introduced to the network that controls the flow of signalling messages
or data packets if needed. (In case of data packets, these mechanisms are
often referred as congestion control mechanisms.) To achieve good Quality
of Service and network transmission characteristics, so-called, Call Gapping
throttles are used to filter offers in real time without introducing delay i.e.,
without utilizing queues. There are cases, in which queuing is allowed, but
these are out of the center of the interest here.

I have been invented new methods and algorithms how to filter the offers
or packets in order to meet certain requirements and how to implement this
to Internet Multimedia Subsystem or to any other network. (For a reference
either see my patents: [P2],[P1] and [P3] or [CP1-IARIA-InfoSys-2011]).
These requirements are the maximal throughput with priority handling while
providing a certain share of the capacity to different traffic classes. The re-
quirements are similar to those for the Weighted Fair Queuing like mecha-
nisms but delay is not allowed. A mathematical description is also given to
understand the behavior of these systems and the prove that the invented
methods satisfy the requirements.
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4.1 The problem of queue-less overload control in a
New Generations Network Environment

There are many overload and congestion control and load sharing problems
to be solved in telecommunication networks of various kinds e.g., in the Inter-
net Multimedia Subsystem. Considering any type of network and signalling
protocol a protocol operation flow consists of messages. The network nodes
are entities receiving these messages and they process them using their re-
sources such as CPU capacity or memory. If they lack the resource to process
an offered message then the node is overloaded. Similarly, in packet switched
networks, congestion control and fair resource (link bandwidth) sharing aims
to keep the system utilizing its resources at its rated capacity while providing
satisfactory service for the users and quality of service for service classes.

Many overload control mechanisms are developed to avoid overload and
congestion situations. In some of them the target node (the critical resource)
itself can deny to serve the request/forward a packet or sometimes reject/drop
(send a negative reply message using minimal resources/ignore) it (see Fig-
ure 3). Another solution is that the sender (source) does not send out the
message if it knows for some reason that the target will not be able to serve it.
This information can be hard coded or can be gained from measurements by
the source itself or gathered via special messages from peers (see Figure 2).
In all cases i.e., in all overload control mechanisms there is a decision point
and logic that decides to reject or admit/send out the request. This entity
is called the throttle which is in the center of our interest. We suppose that
the control information and the requirements on the behavior are available
and up to date for the throttle. (Such information is to be gained with mea-
surement or with some closed/open loop control mechanism. It has a large
literature and is out of the scope of this work to examine the characteristics
of such mechanisms.) The throttle itself can be physically located in the tar-
get as Figure 3 shows, in the source or might also be distributed in multiple
sources as Figure 2 shows.

The throttle entity discussed here is one very important and well defined
part of overload control systems of any type as it has the role to reject (or
drop) an offer or to let it go through i.e., admit it. When a throttle realizes
a call gapping mechanism it makes the decision based only on previous offers
thus no offers in the future are examined. (Call gapping means that calls
are not admitted for a given period of time based on some measurements
and collected information.) In our case the non-anticipative throttle is not
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Figure 2: A scenario where two operators A and B share a common core
network N. The Gateways associated to each network implement distributed
throttling to prevent the central nodes (target) to get overloaded. The central
node, — or any overload control agent, — distributes control information to
the Gateway Nodes to ensure fair service of requests from networks A and B
while keeping maximum utilization of Network N.

allowed to delay an offer and only one offer arrives at a time i.e., the call
gapping mechanism cannot buffer the offer and admit it later than it has
arrived. This makes a fundamental difference from Weighted Fair Queuing
and mechanisms like those in [21, 17]. Weighted fair resource sharing with
no delay and maximum utilization is the main advantage of the method
introduced and discussed in this dissertation.

For the sake of clarity, definition of terms and word usage is presented
here:

• The throttle decision function is a function mapping from the offer
load point process to the set {admission, rejection}. (Each throttle is
uniquely assigned a function γ that transforms the intensity process
ρ(t) of the income process to an intensity process of the admissions
γ(ρ(t)) = a(t). [11])

• An offer is the event for which the throttle has to decide on admission
or rejection. If an offer is admitted it cannot be rejected (dropped) and
vice versa, and there is no third possibility. An offer has properties:
arrival time, priority level and class that can be measured.

• The traffic class and the priority level sets have finite elements.

• The offered traffic (or offer load) is the flow of offers modeled with
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Figure 3: The throttle is implemented in the Base Station and applied to
avoid congestion on links when multiple users are sharing media in a small
cell. Users not sharing media are also given a minimum share to be able to
communicate. The throttle at the base station should select wisely which
packet to be dropped and which to forward.

a progressively measurable not necessarily stationary point process
marked with the marks from the mark space that is the direct product
of the set of priorities and classes. (This implies that the probability
of two offer events occurring at the same time is zero.)

• The admitted traffic (or throughput) is the flow (i.e., the point process)
of admitted offers (offers for which the throttle yields admission). The
flow of admitted offers can be conditioned upon the whole history (past)
of the offer load flow and upon the throttle parameters and undoubtedly
on the decision strategy.

The above assumptions and definitions are natural and obvious and also
necessary to make the discussion clear.

The typical verbal definitions of the requirements we investigate the dif-
ferent throttles against are given here preliminary. They are not precise and
many contradict and can have multiple exact (i.e., mathematical) definitions
with different results. In this work we give exact definitions of these require-
ments:

• Requirement-A Maximal throughput with bound : No offer should be
rejected if there is enough available capacity in the system to serve
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it, but no offer should be admitted if there is not enough available
capacity to serve it in the system.

• Requirement-B Priority levels : Each offer may be assigned a priority
level and the offer with higher priority shall be admitted in favor of
the one with the lower priority level.

• Requirement-C Throughput share for traffic classes: The offers can
be classified and for the traffic class i the si portion of the capacity of
the target shall be provided.

The three requirements are associated with three behavior aspects. We
propose a so-called rate based call gapping mechanism and compare it with
Token Bucket [38] against Requirement-A and Requirement-B.

Firstly, I examine the classical throughput requirement for the traffic
throttling mechanisms, namely the Token Bucket and the rate based call gap-
ping. Then in Section 4.3, I propose a complex new call gapping mechanism
I show that it meets the requirements. I also show how it can be extended
with the original Token Bucket concept, achieving similar throughput char-
acteristics to the original algorithm while keeping the good properties of the
introduced one. I also present simulations and some figures about the offer
and admission traffic flows with the three mechanisms.

4.2 Classical requirements in a queue-less environment

4.2.1 Call gapping, traffic filtering mechanisms

Many call gapping mechanisms have been developed for different purposes
with different characteristics. One of the most important call gapping algo-
rithms is the Crawford algorithm [12] but one of the most widely implemented
solutions is Token Bucket call gapping mechanism defined in the Overload
Control Standard H.248.11 [42].

The Token Bucket with parameters (r,W ):
The Token Bucket call gapping mechanism has been discussed deeply in

Section 3. Let us recall the definition 9 for m = 1:

Definition 13 Token Bucket call gapping strategy γt(r,W ).

b(tn) = max{χ(t), b(tn−1)− r(tn−1)(tn − tn−1) + χ(t)}, (29)
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where χ(t) = 1 iff there is an offer. Admit if b(tn) ≤ W . If the offer is
admitted, the above definition is used for the next value of the bucket fill b.
If the offer is rejected, then b(tn) is recalculated with χ(t) = 0.

In many solutions the offers for the bucket can be of different types with
different resource needs thus Siχi(t) is used for update, where Si is the so-
called “splash amount” i.e., the expected number of tokens needed to serve
the request of type i. From now on we suppose that Si = 1, since the
calculations would be much more difficult without any qualitatively different
result with respect to the requirements we consider now.

Rate based call gapping:
One obvious solution to regulate traffic is to limit the admitted offers in

a given time frame. The Crawford algorithm worked as follows: for each
time period T when the number of offers reached a certain number c, the
capacity of the target, no other offers are admitted in the given period. This
introduced bursts in traffic thus not preferred in most cases.

The idea and our proposal is to maintain an estimate of the traffic in-
tensity r̂ updated at each tn an offer arrives. The provisional admission rate
estimate â(tn) is also calculated and then compared to some goal function
g(tn), say the actual maximal throughput rate c(tn). Iff â(tn) ≤ g(tn) then
the offer is admitted.

The essence of such a mechanism lies in the way how the estimates are
calculated and how g(tn) is determined. One might use the strategies intro-
duced and proposed in Section 2 (the definitions are repeated here for the
sake of consistency, but for their propoerties kindly refer to Section 2).

Periodic intensity estimate λ̄, as defined with 1

λ̄(tn;T ) :=
N(tn)−N(tn − T )

T
if tn ≥ T

N(tn)

tn
if tn < T (30)

λ̄(0;T ) := 0

To calculate the value of the periodic intensity estimate one has to maintain
all t < ti ≤ t−T event times and it is often too resource consuming thus not
feasible in real time systems. The adaptive estimate then preferred to use is
defined with 2: Periodic intensity estimate λ̂

λ̂(tn;T ) := max{ 1
T
, T λ̂(tn−1;T )−(tn−tn−1)λ̂(tn−1;T )+1

T
},

λ̂(t0;T ) := 0. (31)
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(Any of the estimates or any other one that estimates the intensity good
enough can be good for the purpose but the latter is the less capacity con-
suming and also the one that is implemented in the newest systems I have
co-operated in the design.)

4.2.2 Priority handling

We would like to clarify that once the offered traffic is modeled with a point
process and the throttle meets Requirement-A we cannot provide priority
between the offers without using queues. Why? Suppose that we have an
offer in the system and we have to decide if we should admit it or not.
Requirement-A tells us to admit the offer if we have the capacity to serve
it. Suppose that this is the case and see that if the throttle would not admit
the current offer to reserve this capacity for offers of higher priority then it
might happen that there will be no higher priority offer in the future and the
throttle would suffer a loss of workload.

Priority handling with Token Bucket:
However, giving up the maximal throughput requirement with turning it

into an efficient-enough requirement, some priority handling naturally can
be done. In the Token Bucket concept, as discussed in Section 3, different
watermarks are assigned to each priority level. The offers of lower priority are
checked with a lower watermark. This means reserving a set of tokens (system
resources) to the higher priority traffic. This method violatesRequirement-
A whenever b(t) declines to 0 before rejecting an offer. Whenever this event
has a low probability, using different watermarks for different priority levels
is a good solution to meet Requirement-B with a Token Bucket throttle.

This is a strict priority handling in the sense that when possible, resources
are always reserved for higher priority offers. The probability of rejecting
an offer on a given priority level is given by a formula which is, together
with other regulation properties, discussed in [CP2-IEEE-SoftCom-2009] and
Section 3.

Priority handling with rate based call gapping only:
For rate based call gapping mechanisms the above solution cannot be

applied but less strict priority handling can be achieved using the recursive
intensity estimate (Definition 2) with different settings of parameter T .

The recursive estimate is asymptotically unbiased with low variance prov-
ing its usability and also, the recursive one often performs better than the
most commonly used periodic estimate (Definition 1). (See Section 2.)
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It can be also proved that the expected bias of the recursive estimate
is lower than the real intensity and this property is monotonous in T (see
Theorem 6). More exactly, at each tn an offer arrives if T1 < T2 < ∞ then
E[λ̂(tn;T1)] < E[λ̂(tn;T2)] < E[λ̂(tn;∞)] = λ(tn). The load is thus slightly
underestimated, but the more likely the load is underestimated the more
likely the offer is admitted i.e., higher priority offers should have lower T
parameter and Requirement-A is met.

4.2.3 Weighted fair sharing

Fair sharing is about the differentiation between offers on the same priority
level. (Note that traffic classes are not the same as priority levels.) Suppose
a scenario like Figure 2 where the resources of Network N should be equally
split between the two contractors while emergency (priority) calls still have
to be served. In our other example minimal share for different data types
should be achieved on limited bandwidth while it is allowed that there are
some priority e.g., time critical packets such as voice, video, media, etc.

The solution in an environment without queues proposed in this work is
rather straightforward: one should measure the incoming rates for each class
and check each offer against on-line calculated goal levels. The goal through-
put rates can be adjusted dynamically according to the weighted fair sharing
agreements and also according to the maximal throughput requirements.

The problem with the solution using Token Bucket only is that it does
not measure the incoming traffic rates. (Using the bucket fill instead of
measurement gives false result as proved in 2.2.6.) However, using any kind of
rate based call gapping method the problem is solved. One can also measure
the incoming rates for each class with the estimates presented above and
set the bucket fill-up rate r according to the desired goal levels but this is
already a combination of the methods. A solution for the network level case
is proposed in the GOCAP standard [33].

4.3 Weighted fair sharing with no delay

In this Section our new method, the proposed fair sharing method with no
delay is presented. At first we introduce the complete proposed procedure
clearly. Then we discuss and prove how it satisfies all the requirements and
what possible extensions, modifications or other solutions might result in a
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similar good algorithm. At the end of the discussion we present the relation-
ship between the new method and the original Token Bucket algorithm.

4.3.1 The new call gapping algorithm γg(c, T, g, s)

Suppose that the consecutive offers arrive to the throttle at ... < tn−1 <
tn < tn+1 < ... time instants respectively. Each offer has a well defined
priority level j, j ∈ 1..J and traffic class i ∈ 1..I. Each priority level j
has a priority parameter Tj assigned (Tj ≥ Tk) if the offer with priority
k has the higher priority and each traffic class has a pre-configured weight
i 7→ si ∈ (0, 1) ⊂ R, (where

∑
si = 1). For each i the algorithm maintains

an estimation of the incoming offer rate ρ̂i(t), a provisional admission rate
α̂i(t) from which it calculates a bounding rate gi(t) and then according to the
decision it estimates an admission rate âi(t).

We suppose that the rate of the throttle varies with the following function:
c(t). (This value is determined and given for the algorithm and represents
the capacity of the throttle and might be different from r(t)).

Definition 14 Define the proposed throttle decision strategy γg in the fol-
lowing way. Let us suppose that at tn an offer arrives and the system is in
state {tn−1, ρ̂i(tn−1), âi(tn−1)} and c(tn):

1. Determine priority constants i.e., calculate Tj;

2. Update the incoming rates estimated for all i classes: r̂(tn) with χk(tn) =
1 iff i = k, 0 otherwise;

3. Calculate a provisional admission rate for all i: â(tn) with χk(tn) = 1
iff i = k, 0 otherwise;

4. Calculate the bounding rate for class i only: gi(tn);

5. If α̂i ≤ gi then admit the offer and a(tn) := α(tn) else reject the offer
and update α̂(tn) with χk(t) = 0, ∀k(!);

6. (Continue with 1. for the next event).

We propose to update ρ̂i, α̂i, âi according to the following equation:

λ̂(tn) :=
χ(tn)

Tj

+max{0, Tj â(tn−1)− (tn − tn−1)â(tn−1)

Tj

}, (32)
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where â is an estimator, the same as defined in Section 2 by 2, asymptotically
unbiased for the λ(t) real intensity of a point process when T → +∞, thus
to be replaced by ρ̂i, α̂i, âi and indicator χi(tn−1) = 1 iff the offer is of type
i and 0 otherwise (or further specified like in step 5). Note that the time
parameter Tj changes in time as well according to the priority level and that
the former always has to be remembered.

To calculate the bound rate we introduce u(t) the provisional used capacity
according to Requirement-B:

u(t) :=
∑
∀i

min{sic(t), ρ̂i(t)}

=
∑

ρ̂i(t)≤sic(t)

ρ̂i(t) +
∑

sic(t)<ρ̂i(t)

sic(t)

Thus the remaining (unused) capacity in the system is c(t)− u(t). This has
to be split between traffic classes with higher incoming rate then the agreed
share ρ̂i(t) > sic(t). Then

gi(t) := min{ρ̂i(t), sic(t) + (ρ̂i(t)− sic(t))
c(t)− u(t)

ρ− u(t)
}.

It is important to see that our method is capable to handle other class-wise
throughput criteria than fair sharing and maximal throughput. Giving upper
or lower bounds for g one can implement fairly complex throttle mechanisms.

As one can see the new method is more complex than the original token
bucket mechanism. However, the processing cost of updating the few vari-
ables introduced is significantly smaller than processing the offers, thus it
does not count even in case of overload.

4.3.2 Strategy γg meets all the requirements

Now that the strategy is introduced we prove that it meets all the require-
ments. We define each requirement mathematically then we show how they
are satisfied. We introduce some notation to make the discussion clear.

• c(t) represents the true capacity of the system expressed in rate, deter-
ministic and coming from an external input source.

• ρ(t) is the real intensity of the offered traffic and ρ̂(t) is its estimate
with (32).
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• a(t) is the real intensity of the admitted traffic and â(t) is the estimation
of the intensity with (32).

• α(tn) is the preliminary admitted traffic intensity for which the fol-
lowing stands: α(t) = a(t),∀t < tn, and α(tn) is the intensity a(tn)
would have if the offer was admitted at time tn, and its estimate is α̂(t)
accordingly.

Requirement-A :
This requirement consists of two parts. Firstly, it says that there exists

an upper bound for the system that should not be exceeded i.e., it limits
the admission rate to avoid overload. Secondly, it tells us that once the
limit is not exceeded then all the offers should be admitted to maximize the
utilization. However, in theory the words capacity and bound can have many
different definitions depending on the model we use for the target node.

The target node is often modeled with an inverse Token Bucket, i.e., a
server with deterministic serving rate s and a queue of maximal length Q.
It is very easy to see that the Token Bucket throttle γt(s,Q) can perfectly
meet the requirement in this case. (Note that this is only true supposing
that there is no delay in the system between the throttle and the protected
entity while s(t) = r(t) is satisfied.)

Another approach is to assume that the target can handle requests on a
maximal call rate c that is used as the bound at the throttle.

Both models have benefits and drawbacks while a mixture of them is
used in practice. Speaking about the capacity of a node in Next Generation
Networks engineers often refer to the call rate value in industrial contracts
and Service Level Agreements. It is very important to note that the feedback
driven overload control mechanisms work with call rate information too (see
[42]). On the other hand a server with queue is a common model in the
academic literature for the CPU capacity and Token Bucket (or versions of
it) is proposed in many standards (e.g., [42] again) and implemented into
nodes.

As a consequence we say that although it is rather difficult to give an exact
definition for Requirement-A we can give a certain definition grabbing a
few properties depending on the method we use.

Definition 15 Call rate bound. Requirement-A is met if
∑

E[ai(tn)] ≤
c(tn) (the throughput rate is bounded in expected value).
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Theorem 7 The throttle with strategy γg meets the call rate bound re-
quirement.

Proof. The proof relies on the fact that the estimator is asymptotically
unbiased i.e., limT→ +∞E[â;Ti] = E[ai] with negative bias if T ≥ 1/ai (thus
E[âi] < E[ai]). The proposed strategy γg limits ai in a way that ai ≤ gi, thus
showing g(t) :=

∑
gi(t) = c(t) competes the proof.

Define u1(t) :=
∑

i:ρ̂i(t)<sic(t)
ρ̂i(t) and u2(t) :=

∑
i:sic(t)<ρ̂i(t)

sic(t) thus

u = u1 + u2 and then gi = min{ρ̂i, sic + (ρ̂i(t) − sic(t))
c−u
ρ−u

}. Although the

system is non-stationary it is homogenous in time so f(t) = const. for all
functions. Now calculate g(t):

g =
∑

gi =
∑

min{ρ̂i, sic+ (ρ̂i − sic)
c− u

ρ− u
} =

=
∑

i:ρ̂i<sic

ρ̂i +
∑

i:sic<ρ̂i

sic+ (ρ̂i − sic)
c− u

ρ− u
=

g = u1 + u2 + (ρ− u1 − u2)
c− u1 − u2

ρ− u1 − u2

= c.

�

Corollary 1 The following calculation of g can also be used:

gi(t) = min{ρ̂i, sic(t) + (ρ̂i(t)− sic(t))
c(t)− u(t)

ρ− u(t)
},

where u(t) =
∑

i:ρ̂i(t)<sic(t)
ρ̂i(t) = α(t). Then (33) becomes:

g′ = u1 + u2 + (ρ− u1 − u2)
c− u1 − u2

ρ− u1 − u2

= c.

The difference between the two strategies is that in case of g the remain-
ing capacity is split between the classes with higher offer rates proportion-
ally to their weights while using g′ the remaining capacity is split propor-
tionally to the remaining offer rates. Both satisfies Requirement-A and
Requirement-Cas we will show. From now on g means either g or g′ and
the results will be obviously the same.
Requirement-B: As pointed out before, the priority requirement for call
gapping is the most complex one in a way, since in the gapping algorithms
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it is supposing that we make decisions using measures on the past and the
present offer. No future events can be used, thus Requirement-B is always
satisfied. There is always one offer in the system and the throttle can admit
or reject it according to Requirement-A and Requirement-B.

In the case of the Token Bucket call gapping, different watermarks Wj

are introduced for each priority level j. One interpretation is that the bucket
allows larger peaks for traffics with higher priority, thusWj < Wk whenever k
represents the higher priority level. Doing this, the bucket implicitly reduces
the throughput for lower priority traffics (the extra peak in the bucket has to
be refilled with tokens i.e., b(t) has to decline below the low watermarks to
admit low priority traffic). Note that the different watermark levels have no
effect if the offer rate is low with small peaks thus the rejection probability
is small i.e., if there is no overload. Supposed that the true bound is W =
max{Wj}, this system preserves capacity for high priority traffic.

We give a similar solution for the problem through the timer parameter
of the estimators: T . As defined above, we introduce a function of T : j 7→ Tj

where Tk ≤ Tj if k represents the higher priority. (Note that it is the other
way round for Wjs.) The interpretation is that the estimator forgets the
high offer rates faster for the traffic of the higher priority. Let Tm = min{Tj}
the true bound on the throttle using different Tjs. This means that for low
priority traffic it remembers the high peaks for a longer period, thus reserves
capacity for the higher priorities similarly to the Token Bucket.

The two methods have different characteristics, but one thing is common.
Both reserve capacity for higher priority traffic. Now we say that to meet
Requirement-B the system has to have this ability and define it in the
following way.

Definition 16 Requirement-B. Suppose that the throttle has rejected an
offer at time tn−1. Let tn;j be the closest time the throttle is able to admit an
offer of priority level j. Requirement-B is met iff ∀k, l(tn;k ≤ tn;l) ⇔ (k ≥
l) (k represents a higher priority).

The exact proof of this statement is not ready yet. The simulation results
show that the proposed strategy satisfies Requirement-B. We discuss the
statement in the Numerical Results Section.
Requirement-C: This is referred to as the throughput share requirement
and tells us that there should be at least an si portion of the capacity dedi-
cated to traffic class i.
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Definition 17 Requirement-C. The Minimum share requirement is
met if ∀i : (ρi(tn) ≤ sic(t)) ⇒ E[ai(tn)] = ρi(tn) i.e., if the offer rate of a
traffic class is less than the agreed share, it should be fully admitted.

Theorem 8 The throttle with strategy γg meets Requirement-C in ex-
pected value.

Proof. We have the asymptotical unbiasedness for our estimators, thus
limT→ +∞E[ ˆa;T i] = E[ai], meaning that the proof is true for the expected
value of ai.

Statement âi(tn) = ρ̂i(tn) whenever ∀iρ̂i(tn) ≤ sic(t) is equivalent to the
statement (gi(tn) ≥ α̂i(tn) thus) gi(tn) ≥ âi(tn) whenever ρ̂i(tn) ≤ sic(t).
According to strategy γg: gi(tn) = ρ̂i(tn) whenever ρ̂i(tn) ≤ sic(t) and since
α̂i(tn) ≤ ρ̂i(tn) because âi(tn−1) ≤ ρ̂i(tn−1), it is true that α̂i(tn) ≤ gi(tn)
thus the offer is admitted (and also âi(tn) ≤ gi(tn)).�

4.3.3 Rate model for Token Bucket and a joint algorithm merging
the methods

In this section we introduce a model for Token Bucket that is equivalent to
the Definition 9 but makes calculations easier.

Definition 18 Token Bucket Rate Model Strategy: γ̃t(r,W ) Let us define
T (t) = W/r(t) and use the following equation for updating the bucket rate
variable:

ã(tn) =
χ(tn)

T
+max{0, T ã(tn−1)− (tn − tn−1)r(tn)+

T
}

where χ(t) = 1 iff there is an offer at time t. Admit the offer iff ã(tn) ≤ r(tn).
If the offer is admitted then the above definition is the used for the next
value of the bucket rate variable ã(t). If the offer is rejected then ã(tn) is
recalculated with χ(t) = 0.

Theorem 9 The Token Bucket and the Token Bucket Rate Model Strategy
are the same: γt = γ̃t.

Proof. It is easy to show that b(tn−1) = ã(tn−1)T ⇒ b(tn) = ã(tn)T and
the decision is b = T ã(t) ≤ Tr(t) = W also trivial.�
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If one extends the Token Bucket for traffic class handling with some role
like in the proposed mechanism it will not provide traffic class fairness. The
reason is hidden in the fact that unlike ρ̃, α̃, ã, β̃ and all such estimators is
not asymptotically unbiased i.e., E[λ̃] = λ as t → +∞ is not true for the
estimators defined with:

λ̃(tn) =
χ(tn)

Tj

+max{0, T λ̃(tn−1)− (tn − tn−1)r(tn)

T
}.

The bucket fill does not represent at all the used capacity in the system
it only measures the peakedness of the traffic but these peaks can happen on
low offer rates too.

On the other hand, the proposed method does not allow such big transient
peaks in the traffic. Now we aim to make the proposed new call gapping to
behave like Token Bucket. We define the following strategy that is a mixed
architecture.

Definition 19 Rate Based Call Gapping with Bucket-type Aggregate Char-
acteristics: γx: Take all the definition from the new call gapping mecha-
nism γg for ρ̂, α̂, â, u, gi and define Tj(t) = Wj/r(t). Take Wj and the
bucket fill change definition b from the original token bucket γt. Perform
all the steps like in γg but decide using the following constraint equation:
b(tn)
Wj

âi(tn) ≤ gi(tn).

We will show numerically that the mixed algorithm behaves like Token
Bucket on aggregate level and meets all the requirements. The source of the
idea comes from the fact that â(t) places a strict bound on the rate thus
â(t) ≤ r(t) is always true as required. However we decrease the value of
â thus allow peaks in the traffic like Token Bucket does. (See that Token
Bucket γt allows temporary bounding violation rate-wise unlike γg but like
γx. The bucket size related to the whole bucket is a kind of measure of this
violation.)

γt′ and γx and Requirement-A :

Here we discuss how the different algorithms meet the maximal through-
put requirement. It is obvious that Token Bucket cannot meetRequirement-
A in the way it was defined before since that definition assumed that the
target has an infinite queue.
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We do not aim to give an exact definition to Requirement-A but we
derive relations between the bucket and the estimator based throughput char-
acteristics. The number of admitted offers i.e., the probability of admission
is in the center of our interest.

The probability of admission for token bucket depends on the offer rate
with the following formula: 1 − Erlang[ρ, r]. Thus the probability of losing
calls is only defined at given values of ρ.

For rate based call gapping, since the estimator always overestimates
the rate (λ < λ̂) and cuts the traffic strictly with c the admission rate is
always below the target. But for the same reason it is possible that the offer
is rejected although it could have been accepted according to the bound.
The probability of this is the probability of estimating higher rate than c
while the true offer rate is lower: P [α̂ > c|α < c] = 1 − P [α<c−B[T ]]

P [α<c]
, where

B[T ] = 1/(T (1− F [T ]) + E[∆t|t < T ])− α is the bias. (Knowing the exact
bias if constant intensity is supposed for the offer rate, the bound can be
modified to have maximal throughput and strict bound at the same time.)

The two methods can only be compared at a given value of the intensity.
For all those values when the value of the intensity is not between c− B[T ]
and c the γg strategy works perfectly. The Token Bucket drops a call with
positive probability for any value of the offer rate and also might admit when
the intensity is higher than allowed. This means that we cannot tell which
method is better or has the higher throughput since it depends very much
on the offer rate.

Theorem 10 The mixed strategy γx meets Requirement-A with appropri-
ate watermark settings.

Proof. It is shown in Theorem 7 that
∑

gi(t) = g(t) = c(t) and since
the definition of g was not changed we should only examine what means to
compare gi to

b
Wj

â rather than to â.

When we admit a request then 1 ≤ b(tn) ≤ Wj ≤ Wmax thus 1
Wmax

âi ≤
1
Wj

âi ≤ b(tn)
Wj

âi ≤ âi. This tells us that γx lets through more messages than

γg since E[ b(tn)
Wj

âi] ≤ E[âi]. Fortunately the maximal watermark limits this

overflow error 1
Wmax

E[âi] ≤ E[ b(tn)
Wj

âi]. It tells us that there is a setting of

watermarks that guarantees bounding. (It is obvious that if Wmax → +∞
then b

Wmax
â becomes very small and we always admit the request thus the

theorem cannot be proved for any watermark settings.) �
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γx and Requirement-B:
Some simple theorems are proved to show that the mixed strategy meets

the priority and the throughput share requirements.

Theorem 11 Token Bucket strategy γt meets Requirement-B.

Proof. Obviously, the time to accept the next offer of priority level j is
the time when the bucket level declines sufficiently to b(t) ≤ Wj. For all
levels k > j, Wk > Wj i.e., b(t) declines under the lower threshold later in
time and the requirement is met.�

Again it is rather hard to show that the mixed strategy γx meetsRequirement-
B. However, it seems to be trivial that γx satisfies Requirement-B more
drastically than γt does. We have interesting simulation results presented
about this property. We can see numerical results about this in Section 4.3.4.

γx and Requirement-C:

Theorem 12 The mixed strategy γx meets Requirement-C.

Proof. As pointed out γx admits at least all the offers γg does since
∀i, b

W
α̂i ≤ α̂i is compared to sic while a comparison of α̂ would be enough.

This means that the mixed strategy provides minimum throughput share and
fulfills Requirement-C. �

4.3.4 Numerical results and analysis

Although we have nice proofs on the good behavior of the proposed rate based
call gapping mechanism the complete mathematical discussion about the
differences and similarities with Token Bucket is not ready yet. It is also true
that the requirements can be interpreted with definitions slightly different
from those we gave. Therefore, we would like to present some simulation
results and show that the findings are valid.

The simulation is written in Mathematica [45] and a notebook is avail-
able at http://www.math.bme.hu/ kovacsbe/rbcg/BENEDEK-KOVACS-rate-
based-call-gapping-PRELIMINARY-VERSION.nb as an electronic appendix.

Requirement-A:
The figure shows that all the mechanisms limit the admitted offer rate

while trying to keep the highest throughput. In this scenario we examine
the traffic on aggregate level i.e., there is only one traffic class for which the
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capacity of the throttle should be maximized and limited. The capacity is
1 offer/sec for the simple simulation case while the average number of offers
per sec increases from 0.8 to 2 meaning that there is a 200% load on the
node.

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

8Number<

Figure 4: The new algorithm (γg) on aggregate level. (Black: nominal offer
rate, red: the token bucket’s, blue: γg’s, green: γx’s throughput.)

As it can be seen in Figure 4 all three mechanisms limit the admitted
traffic although Token Bucket allows considerable peak at the beginning.
(The size of the peak depends on the parameters we set. Here the 1 offer/sec
capacity is very small compared to the watermark which is set to 10.) On
the other hand, rate based call gapping seems to under-utilize the system
while the joint mechanism seems to have the smoothest and also maximal
throughput.

After a total 600 offers from each traffic with the same exact trajectory
the results show that γt, γg, γx has admitted 415, 386, 404 number of calls
respectively.

The problem with the mathematical discussion of maximal throughput
is that the results depend very much severely on the value of the offer rate
and capacity. It is only possible to compare the mechanisms at given rates,
which is useless for real applications.
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90 100 WH = 10 {0.,1.} {0.38,0.62} {0.01,0.99}
WL = 15 [.002,.002] [.015,.015] [.006,.006]

150 100 WH = 10 {0.2,0.98} {0.4,0.6} {0.05,0.95}
WL = 15 [.003,.003] [.007,.007] [.005,.005]

10 10 WH = 10 {0.,1.} {0.31,0.69} {0.,1.}
WL = 20 [.000,.000] [.014,.014] [.000,.000]

10 10 WH = 10 {0.5,0.5} {0.5,0.5} {0.5,0.5}
WL = 10 [.008,.008] [.009,.009] [.007,.007]

Table 1: In each row the following quantities are presented respectively: total
offer rate: ρ, maximal throughput: c, watermark settings: Whigh,Wlow
while Tj := Wj/c. Then portion in rejected messages for Token Bucket, rate
based call gapping and the mixed mechanism respectively.

Requirement-B :

To discuss Requirement-B we provide the reader with some statistical
results. The sample is generated with our simulation program. Generally
there are two priority levels: normal and emergency calls. Each call is one of
the two types with 1/2 probability. The means and the standard deviations
are presented of 100 samples with 10 000 offers handled in each sample. The
further setups for the simulation can be seen in Table 4.3.4.

It can be seen that all three methods reject less offer from those of higher
priority but Token Bucket (γt) and the mixed mechanisms (γx) enforce a
more strict priority handling than the simple proposal. Note that in case of
sustained overload (row 2) almost all dropped offers are the lower priority
ones.

Requirement-C:

The results tell explicitly that unlike the new rate based call gapping
proposal the original Token Bucket algorithm does not meet Requirement-
C. We consider a scenario when there are two traffic classes Class A and
Class B. The agreed share for Class A is the 20% of the total capacity of the
node while the share for Class B is the remaining 80%. The offer rates set
for the simulator are exactly the inverse of this for the two types of traffic.

The aggregate offer rate increases from 0.7 offers/sec to 2 offers/sec and
reaches the scenario of 100% overload (the capacity of the node is 1 offer/sec
while the offered rate is a 2 offers/sec on average). The offer rate of traffic
Class B is 0.4 i.e., it is still under its provided share, thus all such calls
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are admitted. On the other hand, the whole remaining capacity should be
granted to traffic Class A and it should be admitted on a higher level than the
agreed share and only those exceeding the capacity limit are to be rejected.

0 100 200 300 400
Number of offers

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Rate Hmessage�secL
Showing that the proposed method meets Req-B.

Figure 5: The new algorithm (γg) with two traffic classes. Black: aggre-
gate throughput rate, Red and Blue: the throughput rate of each traffic
class, Solid: throughput, Dashed (large): nominal capacity, required mini-
mal throughput, Dashed (small): nominal offer rates

Figure 5 shows the behavior of the rate based call gapping mechanism.
With the proposed mechanism the minimum share is guaranteed for traffic
Class B (the admission line is around the offered), while the requirement fails
for Token Bucket. With the proposed method there is no rejected message
of Class B, since it never offers on a higher rate than the agreed share. The
throughput of the throttle is limited but also maximized, since Class A is
granted all remaining capacity.

4.4 Queue less call gapping building blocks

I have decomposed the throttle mechanism into some main theoretical build-
ing blocks. A combination of these could result a system that can be used for
decision on acceptance or rejection of a call in overload control algorithms.
The four main blocks are the intensity estimation, the call gapping in general,
the priority handling module and the traffic class share handling module.
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Invented methods:

• Intensity Estimation: recursive intensity estimate (as defined with def-
inition 2;

• Call Gapping: Rate Based (RB) call gapping and its direct combination
with the classical Token Bucket approach (RBTB);

• Priority handling: Biased Estimator (BE) method;

• Providing traffic class share: Goal Rate (GR) and Priority Raise (PR)
methods.

Applied separately or together with existing solutions (Token Bucket (TB)
call gapping method and priority handling with Multiple Watermark levels
(MW)) a throttle can be constructed that can meet a great variety of re-
quirements. Note that two methods in one building block can be combined
as well, as it is proposed in [P1] (strategy γx defined with Definition 19.)

The intensity estimation module: Estimates similar to the standard
maximum likelihood estimate and their variants are implemented in most
equipments to measure such quantities: the number of events is divided with
the time (T ) elapsed. The parameter (T ) of the measurement highly deter-
mines the robustness of the system and this affects the control algorithms.
If T is large then small intensity peaks are not detected while using small T
values the stochastic behavior of the process is observed as traffic intensity
change. The adaptive estimate what is proposed in Section 2 is shown to be
better in practice and less sensitive to parameter T than the classical ones.
Therefore it is recommended that one uses λ̂ for the intensity estimation
module in overload control mechanisms.

Call gapping methods: My proposal is to use Rate Based call gapping
enhanced with the rate version of the token bucket decision logic. I think it
is clear from Figure 4 that this mechanism is the most accurate when the
aim is to follow some traffic intensity change.

Priority handling: I have calculated the probability of loosing a higher
priority call during and overload situation in case of the Token Bucket based
priority handling (see Section 3.4) and proposed methods to set these parame-
ters. There is another method I invented and proved to be useful working, the
biased estimator based priority handling method. It has been shown by sim-
ulations that the Token Bucket can achieve a more strict priority handling.
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Although the loss probabilities and thus the proposed feasible Watermark
sets can easily be calculated in case of the Token Bucket, one huge benefit
of the bias based priority handling is that it automatically follows the traffic
intensity variations.

Traffic class share handling: Two new methods are invented to pro-
vide capacity shares for traffic classes on the same priority level. One uses
the simple approach that is used for bandwith resource sharing as well (see
e.g., [41]) while the other introduces a new concept and uses priority han-
dling as a tool for class share handling. The priority raise method to provide
traffic class shares patented in [P1] works the following way: Class-wise mea-
sure the provisional admitted traffic and modify (decrease) the priority if it
would exceed some required throughput rate limit. Both can be good for the
purpose however, I recommend that the second one can is implemented on
network level, where the throttle is logically implemented in separate gate-
ways on the edge of the network, while the first one is more straightforward
when the throttle is co-located with the protected node.

4.5 Conclusions and open questions

I proposed a weighted fair sharing mechanism that introduces no delay to the
network and achieves efficient capacity utilization. I also proposed its exten-
sion with the original Token Bucket to provide good network characteristics.
A set of building blocks are proposed so that a traffic control method with
the desired call gapping characteristics can be constructed. These unique
mechanisms meet the maximal throughput with bound requirement, handle
priority messages and offers, and give minimum share for different traffic
classes without using message buffers or queues.

I gave mathematical definitions for the call gapping methods and the
three requirements, and checked the statements on the model against these
requirements with several theorems and proofs. Still, the proof of priority
handling is missing for the biased estimate based priority handling method
but simulation and statistical analysis is given. I used the simulation that I
implemented to underpin my proposal and findings.
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5 ESTIMATING PARAMETERS OF DIF-

FERENTIAL EQUATIONS

In this section new methods are proposed which can be used for parameter
estimation of differential equations. This part introduces connects to the
previous ones through the next Section, where a method is provided that can
be used to estimate the stochastic versions of the parameters of differential
equations using the results of Section 2.

After a short motivation and introduction to the context, the model and
the mathematical problem is explained. I present the parameter estimation
method using Neural Networks technics without a detailed discussion. Then,
I discuss a method that uses matrix inversion and can be used to estimate
parameters of systems which are linear in their parameters. This method
was introduced in [23]. I examine how the integration transforms the mea-
surement error in the possible estimation models. The parameter estimation
methods are demonstrated through examples as a reference.

I have written the simulation program and the estimation package using
Wolfram Mathematica [45] software package. One can use it to estimate the
parameters of differential equations using either the neural network based
method or the variants of the matrix inversion based method.

5.1 The motivation and the context

A fundamental problem of (homogeneous) chemical kinetics is to elucidate
the mechanism of complex chemical reactions. This process consists of col-
lecting all the possible species taking part in a reaction, enumerating the
elementary steps (perhaps by systematically decomposing an overall reac-
tion [31]), and finally, determining the reaction rate coefficient of all the
elementary steps in such a way that solving the kinetic differential equations
of the complex chemical reaction consisting of the elementary steps with the
calculated rate constants have the same concentration versus time curves as
those measured in the experiment. The problem is a kind of an estimation
problem and the methods presented may be applied to models from various
sciences too.

There are various models for the reactions that happens in space and
time. In his work, Arnold [13] considers the most popular two aspects of
classification that worths mentioning here:
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• Global models assume that the reactants fill the space homogeneously,
while local models takes the diffusion i.e., the location in space into
account;

• In deterministic or so-called macroscopic models the reactants are rep-
resented with their concentrations, while stochastic or so-called mezo-
scopic models examine the reaction taking the precise number (or irre-
ducible number of groups) of moleculas in each step.

The combination of these give four different models from which we are inter-
ested in the global deterministic and the global stochastic models.

Now the two models are presented and a theorem that links them. As a
simplification, in the model pictured here, only the amount of one reactant
X changes in time, like in [13].

r∑
j=1

αijAj + βiX �ki
k′i

r∑
j=1

α′
ijAj + (βi + 1)X,

αij, α
′
ij, βi ∈ N, ki, k′

i ≥ 0, i = 1...r.

The global deterministic model can be set up using λ(x) =
∑s

i=1 αikix
βi =∑p

i=1 aix
i, ai ≥ 0 and µ =

∑q
i=1 bix

i similarly. Let cX(t), t ∈ [0,∞) denote
the change of concentration of reactant X in time and the dynamics will be:

ċ(t) = f(c(t)) = λ(c(t))− µ(c(t)) =
d∑

i=0

cix
i, co ≥ 0, cd ̸= 0. (33)

If cd < 0 then there is a well defined solution of (33) for all t and it is
non-negative.

The global stochastic model sets probabilistic rules for the change of the
number of reactants of type X. The model is a Markov process in a state
space of length L filled with the number of moleculasN . The state transitions
are the following:

P[X(t+ dt) = k + 1|X(t) = k] = dtλk + o(dt), k + 1 ∈ [0, N ]

P[X(t+ dt) = k − 1|X(t) = k] = dtµk + o(dt), k − 1 ∈ [0, N ],

where λk and µk are proportional to the number of moleculas:

λk = L(a0 + a1
k

L
+ a2

k(k − 1)

L2
+ ...+ ap

k(k − 1)...(k − p+ 1)

Lp
)

λmu = L(b1
k

L
+ b2

k(k − 1)

L2
+ ...+ bp

k(k − 1)...(k − p+ 1)

Lp
).
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To simplify the notation λL(x) =
∑p

i=0 aix(x − 1
L
)...(x − i−1

L
) and similarly

µL are introduced. Let L → +∞, and then get

λL(x) = λ(x) +O(1/L), µL(x) = µ(x) +O(1/L). (34)

The intensities λk and µk with the initial condition pk(0) = pk
0 can determine

the solution:

ṗk(t) = λk−1pk−1(t) + µk+1pk+1(t)− (λk + µk)pk(t), k ∈ N.

The link between the two models is represented with the following theo-
rem (by Kurtz [6, 7, 9]):

Theorem 13 Assuming that the global deterministic and the global stochas-
tic models are as above, the following is true:

• (i): Law of Large Numbers: Suppose that limL→ +∞X(0)/L) = c0
stochastically, then for every T < ∞, 0 < δ:

lim
L→ +∞

P[sup0≤t≤T |
X(t)

L
− c(t)| > δ] = 0.

• (ii): Central Limit Theorem: supposing further that limL→ +∞
√
L(X(0)/L−

c0) = y0 stochastically, then in a weak sense:

lim
L→ +∞

√
L(

X(t)

L
− c(t)) = y(t),

where y(t) is a Gauss-type diffusion process that solves the following
stochastic differential equation:

dy(t) =
d(λ− µ)

dx
(c(t))y(t)dt+ ((λ+ µ)c(t))1/2dW, y(0) = y0.

It is clear that the parameters in the stochastic model are not the same
as in the deterministic model. In this section two methods are proposed to
give a solution for the global deterministic model while the global stochastic
approach is discussed in Section 6.
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5.2 The problem of estimating parameters of deter-
ministic differential equations

The first steps to the usual approach of this problem are almost trivial.
Suppose we have Nc chemical species and Nk elementary reaction steps, and
the kinetic differential equation is:

ċ(t) = f(c(t),k) c(0) = c0, (35)

where c(t), c0 ∈ RNc , k ∈ RNk . Then one defines the error as the integral
of the difference between the calculated and measured concentration versus
time functions:

Q(k) :=
T∑
0

∥ckestimated(t)− cmeasured(t)∥2dt, (36)

and tries to find the minimum of this function. The classical approach is to
used iterations to estimate the parameter values.

Let us mention a few problems of the basic approaches [8],[22].

1. Not all the concentrations are measured.

2. Measurements are not taken continuously, the discrete time points of
measurement may even differ for the different concentrations.

3. The concentrations are measured with error.

4. There are dependencies between the parameters, only some functions
of the parameters can be estimated from the data.

5. The function Q usually has a number of local minima.

Therefore, estimating the reaction rate constants even with today’s compu-
tational capacities is a kind of art.

5.3 An estimation method using neural networks

Firstly, I present a neural network based estimation method what was in-
troduced by me in [J4-ANN-AMCS-2007] that handles a selection of the
problems above. I do not go into details of the method but I describe it
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Figure 6: The idea how the neural networks can be trained to parameter
estimation.

briefly. It is interesting because it can be used for parameter estimation in a
rather general case.

Given apriori conditions or distribution functions for the values of the
unknown parameter κ, which is a vector with Nκ ≤ Nk components of k,
we can train a Neural Network that can be used for parameter estimation.
These apriory conditions may come from biological, chemical, or mathemat-
ical theories. Now the method goes as follows.

Let the vector cm(ti) denote the measurements which is a subset of all
state variable vector c(ti) at each measurement point ti. Let the function I
give the estimated values of the parameters given the measurements:

I := (cm(t1), cm(t2), ..., cm(tT )) 7→ k (37)

The estimated parameters (κ̂) are some components of k. Now follow Figure 6
too see the idea behind the method. A regular feedforward neural network
with a backpropagation training algorithm to approximate the function I.
The main idea is to build the training set with simulated measurements
using different ki values:

G : ki 7→ (cki
(t1), cki

(t2), ..., cki
(tn)). (38)
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We have to numerically evaluate this function at the selected ki values and
then the neural network can be trained using G(ki)s for the input and ki on
the output so that it will interpolate function I. The reason for using neural
networks as an interpolation tool is the complexity of function I.

Unfortunatelly I have no results yet about how the network should be
structured and what is the optimal training method. Rather, I use the
method as a reference and I illustrate the power of the it with an exam-
ple.

5.4 Theory of the Matrix Inversion Method

The basic idea comes from the standard problem of estimating the parameters
in linear models [5]. Let us consider the complex chemical reaction consisting
of the reaction steps

Nc∑
m=1

α(m, r)X(m) →
Nc∑
m=1

β(m, r)X(m). (39)

The usual mass action type model of this reaction is the Cauchy problem:

ċm(t) =
∑Nc

m=1(β(m, r)− α(m, r))k(r)∏Nc

p=1 c
α(p,r)
p (t) (40)

cm(0) = c0m (m = 1, 2, . . . , Nc),

where cm(t) := [X(m)](t) (m = 1, 2, . . . , Nc) is the concentration of the
mth species, and kr (r = 1, 2, . . . , Nk) is the reaction rate coefficient of
step (39). Obviously, (40) is of the form

ċ(t) = F (c(t))k c(0) = c0 (41)

with the linear operator on any function of c, F (c(t)) ∈ RNk −→ RNc com-
pressing the structure of the complex chemical reaction in a certain way.

Mass action kinetics is enough to ensure the linear dependence of the
right hand side on the parameters to be estimated. However, it is not fully
necessary: the condition underpinning our method may be satisfied in other
cases, as well. Furthermore, if the right hand side is an inhomogeneous linear
function of the parameters to be estimated, our method works still with a
slight modification. The generalization of Eq. (41) can then be rewritten as

c(tn)− c0 = (42)∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s · k +
∫ tn
0

Fr(c(s))∆s,
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or, (∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s
)⊤

(43)

((c(tn)− c0)−
∫ tn
0

Fr(c(s))∆s) =(∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s
)⊤ (∫ tn

0
F (c(s))∆s

)
· k.

If the matrix (
∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s)⊤(
∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s) is invertible (a pseudoinverse

of (
∫ t

0
F (c(s))∆s)) can always be calculated), an estimate of k can be ob-

tained:

k̂ = ((∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s
)⊤ (∫ tn

0
F (c(s))∆s

))−1

(∫ tn
0

F (c(s))∆s
)⊤

((c(tn)− c0) (44)

−
∫ tn
0

Fr(c(s))∆s).

We have an exact formula to obtain k that means if there is no measurement
error and no numerical error in the integration, the result would equal to
the real value of k̂ = k with no estimation needed. In the cases when this
simple method does not work, we can calculate the integrals at different tn
values thus get a large set of linear equation systems and become able to
run multivariate regression on it. (Having calculated the integrals numeri-
cally, the method already requested many measurements, and a simultaneous
measurement of the concentrations at every tn so these can be used for the
regression analysis too.)

5.4.1 Explicit form of the variance of the samples for matrix in-
version methods

Now, let us examine the problem of the error term for the integration. The
discussions here are valid for the variants of the proposed matrix inversion
method. (Calculations are given using one state variable and one parameter
to estimate for the sake of simplicity. It is not difficult to achieve similar
findings in higher number of equations case.)

The first results are presented on the autonomous system:
ċ(t) = kf(c(t)), c(0) = c0 and the aim is to build the sample set from the
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measurements (c̃(ti) = c(ti) + ξ(ti), ξ(ti) ∼ N(0, ξ2)) for the regression and
suppose that f(c(ti)+ξ(ti)) = f(c(ti))+ξ(ti) ∼ N(c(ti), ξ

2
c) and also pairwise

independent i.e., the origin of the error is due only to the measurement
equipment. (This is many times the case in practice.)

Let ∆c be the left hand side (an n-dimensional vector) and matrix Cn×Nc

be the right hand side of the equation and then the estimate k given by the
linear regression method is:

k̂ = (C′C)−1(C′∆c.) (45)

We consider two extremal strategies but a mix of them could also be used.

• Model #1. In this case the sample set and then the model is built up
using n of the following integral approximations:

c̃1(ti) := c̃(0) + k

∫ ti

0

f(c̃(s))ds,

supposing we have m ∈ R measurements and m− n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

• Model #2. However, the following sample set and model could also
be constructed, say, with n sample equations:

c̃2(ti) := c̃(ti−1) +

∫ ti

ti−1

f(c̃(s))ds.

Now let us rewrite the equations in each strategy using the definition of the
measurement error and get:

c̃1 = c̃(0) + k

∫ ti

0

f(c(s))ds+ k

∫ ti

0

ξdW, i ∈ [m− n+ 1,m]

c̃1 = c̃(0) + k

∫ ti

ti−1

f(c(s))ds+ k

∫ ti

ti−1

ξdW, i ∈ [1, n].

Remark 3 Observe that in the first model, the homoskedasticity condition
(all error terms have the same finite variance) does not hold i.e., what we
get for the parameters with linear regression is not the best linear unbiased
estimate (Gauss-Markov theorem). However, this condition is met in the
second case.
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This tells us that it is better to use the second model, when possible. On
the other hand the models carry the error of integration as well. Supposing
that the error of integration on the interval ∆ = [s, t] has zero mean and its
variance depends on the number of measurement points and the length of the
interval in the following way: (ξn,∆ N(0, (ξ∫∆/((n− 1))2)), 0 < ξ∫ ∈ R) and
pairwise independent ad also independent from all other random variables in
the models, we get the following models:

c̃1 = c̃(0) + k

∫ ti

0

f(c(s))ds+ k

∫ ti

0

ξdW, i ∈ [m− n+ 1,m] + ξi,ti ,

c̃1 = c̃(0) + k

∫ ti

ti−1

f(c(s))ds+ k

∫ ti

ti−1

ξdW, i ∈ [1, n] + ξ1,ti−ti−1
.

According to this, if i → + ∞ i.e., either measure more frequently on a
given [0, T ] interval or we measure the system long enough, then the error of
integration disappears from the first model.

Now we are interested in the model supposed that i → +∞ in one of
the following ways: t → +∞ or ti − ti−1 → 0. We want to see the limit
properties of c̃1 and c̃1.

At first, let us calculate the solutions for the stochastic differential equa-
tions supposing that in our model f(c) = c. Without considering the error
of the integration procedure, the expected value and the variation of the
solutions of (46) are the following:

E[c̃1(ti)] = c0a
kti , V AR[c̃1(ti)] = k(ekti − 1),

E[c̃1(ti)] = cti−1
ak(ti−ti−1), V AR[c̃1(ti)] = k(ek(ti−ti−1) − 1).

Note that the variance terms of the integration in models (46) are indepen-
dent from all other random variables in the model i.e., their variance can
be added to the variance of the solutions. Let us observe that the expected
values of variables in the models are the same, — actually this fact is rather
obvious, — we should focus on the variances to examine the methods.

Supposing that the model is stable (−∞ < k < 0) and t → + ∞
(including that m → +∞), the limits of the variances are:

V1,∞ = lim
t→ +∞

VAR[c̃1(t)] = lim
t→ +∞

k(ekt − 1) = −k

V2,∞ = lim
t→ +∞

VAR[c̃1(t)] ≤ min
i:ti−ti−1

k(ek(ti−ti−1) − 1) = v2,max,

V2,∞ = lim
t→ +∞

VAR[c̃1(t)] ≥ max
i:ti−ti−1

k(ek(ti−ti−1) − 1) = v2,min
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On the other hand, supposing that the measurement points get sufficiently
close to each other on a finite interval [0, T ], we get:

V1,0 = lim
(ti−ti−1)→ +0

VAR[c̃1(ti)] < lim
(ti−ti−1)→ +0

k(ekT − 1) = v1,sup,

V1,0 = lim
(ti−ti−1)→ +0

VAR[c̃1(ti)] > lim
(ti−ti−1)→ +0

k(ek0 − 1) = k − 1 = v1,inf ,

V2,0 = lim
(ti−ti−1)→ +0

VAR[c̃1(ti)] = lim
(ti−ti−1)→ +0

k(ek(ti−ti−1) − 1) = 0.

Now suppose that the limits of the variance of the error of integrations exist
and let limt→ +∞ ξ∫∆/(i − 1) = ξ# and lim(ti−ti−1)→ +0 ξ∫∆/(i − 1) = ξ∆.
Combining these with the findings above, we get the following four variances
corresponding to the four unbiased solutions:

W1,∞ = V1,∞ + ξ∆ = −k + ξ#,

v2,min + ξ# ≥ W2,∞ = V2,∞ + ξ# ≤ v2,max + ξ#,

v1,inf + ξ∆ < W1,0 = V1,0 + ξ∆ < v1,sup + ξ∆, (46)

W2,0 = V2,0 + ξ∆ = 0.

One can see that the variance is governed by the error of integration for the
two models. It is also very important how ξ# relates to ξ∫ .

As a conclusion of this section we note that an explicit form is given to
estimate the variance of the samples in the most popular linear regression
models. To do the linear regression in the general case, one has to compute
the inverse of the sample matrix: (X′X)−1. The solution, or the optimal
solution of the regression problem can be obtained with e.g., the Gramm-
Schmidt orthogonalization method. Using different numerical methods one
may obtain solutions with different accuracy. All the methods require dif-
ferent properties of the sample i.e., the solution c̃(ti): some of them prefers
the higher variance while others the lower. Therefore it is out of the scope
of this work to go into details of the implementation and to select the model
to use.

5.5 Examples

Since all the other methods have a lot of restrictions on the model to be esti-
mated it is not really fair to compare them with the Neural Networks Method.
Thus, we focus on the method and its problem itself. The numerical analysis
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is done with a program written in Mathematica [45] that implements the
classical linear regression method, the one that is based on neural networks
and the one that uses matrix inversion.

5.5.1 The triangle reaction

The triangle reaction model A reaction often studied from the theoretical
point of view is the triangle reaction with the kinetic differential equation:

ċ1 = −k1c1 + k2c2

ċ2 = −k2c2 + k3c3 (47)

ċ3 = −k3c3 + k1c1.

For our purposes we rewrite the differential equation (47) of the triangle
reaction into the following form: ċ1

ċ2
ċ3

 =

 −c1 0 c2
c1 −c2 0
0 c2 −c3

 ·

 k1
k2
k3

 . (48)

Originally there are three rate constants to be estimated. To use the inverse
method the right hand side should linearly depend on the rate constants,
this is true. However the derived matrix of (47) can not be inverted. We
have to reduce the problem and estimate only two of the rate constants. As
one of the concentrations can be expressed with the two others there cannot
be more than two parameters estimated. Also c1 + c2 + c3 is constant so
using c1(0) = 1, c2(0) = 0, c3(0) = 0 as initial conditions, the equation can
be rewritten:

ċ1 = −k1c1 + k3(1− c1 − c2)

ċ2 = −k2c2 + k1c1 (49)

Adapting the neural networks method to the triangle reaction does not need
any extra operation. However, estimations with better accuracy are achieved
when one of the three state variables is substituted.

Examination of a triangle reaction
We simulated our sample data with k1 = 1, k2 = 10, k3 = 0.1. We trained

several networks on various kinds of the parameter vector chosen. Here we
present the result gained by a couple of successful ones by means of small
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Table 2: Estimated parameters for the triangle reaction with our method of
neural networks.

k̂1 k̂2 k̂3 SE(k̂)
0.001 4.11248 50 0.0804988
0.001 2.25639 50 0.0801564
0.001 0.72205 0.1 0.0760324
0.001 0.0151956 50 0.075681

error in the error function defined with Equation 36. It can be seen that
small error is obtained with various results of the parameters. We can see
that there can be problems with the verification what will be discussed in an
upcoming work.

5.5.2 The Butadiene transport in the human body

A model to describe the transport of butadiene A linearized and
simplified model to describe butadiene transport is

ċ1 = −(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 + k5)c1

−k6c2 − k7c3 − k8c4 − k9c5 − k10c6

ċ2 = k1c1 − k6c2

ċ3 = k2c1 − (k7 + k11)c3 (50)

ċ4 = k3c1 − (k8 + k12 + k13)c4 + k14u

ċ5 = k4c1 − k9c5

ċ6 = k5c1 − (k10 + k12)c6

with the initial condition c1(0) = c2(0) = c3(0) = c4(0) = c5(0) = c6(0) =
0. Here the function u describes the input, the butadiene inhaled by the
investigated living being and c1 := [QB], c2 := [QFa], c3 := [QMu], c4 :=
[QLi], c5 := [QLu], c6 := [QV i], with QX denoting the quantity of butadiene
in the Xth compartment; (X=B(lood), Fa(t), Mu(scle), Li(ver), Lu(ngs),
Vi(scera)). The interested reader may find the biological details of the model
in References [36],[26]. Decomposing the model with our notation above it
turns out that only a subset of the parameters the neural network method
does not need any restrictions but a couple of preconditions for the parameter
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values. These conditions, especially if they are simple bounds, are easy to
create since we have our application from a real–world problem.

The form useful for us is


ċ1
ċ2
ċ3
ċ4
ċ5
ċ6

 = ∆(c, u) ·



k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
k9
k10
k11
k12
k13
k14



. (51)

where ∆(c, u) is the transpose of the matrix



−c1 c1 0 0 0 0
−c1 0 c1 0 0 0
−c1 0 0 c1 0 0
−c1 0 0 0 c1 0
−c1 0 0 0 0 c1
c2 −c2 0 0 0 0
c3 0 −c3 0 0 0
c4 0 0 −c4 0 0
c5 0 0 0 −c5 0
c6 0 0 0 0 −c6
0 0 −c3 0 0 0
0 0 0 −c4 0 −c6
0 0 0 −c4 0 0
0 0 0 u 0 0


Where u is a Unit–step function at time t and a and we are provided with
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the exact value of the parameters:

k1 = 4.40816, k2 = 19.5918, k3 = 122.449,

k4 = 44.2041 k5 = 54.6122 k6 = 0.019942

k7 = 10.9914 k8 = 160.514 k9 = 1.18299

k10 = 30.2877 k11 = 199.728 k12 = 13.5

k13 = 437.764 k14 = 1200.

All the parameters have the unit 1
s−1 because we have only first order steps

in the model. Results for the Butadiene transport Here, separate net-
works are used for each variable (that also implies that only one unknown
parameter was supervised at the output of the network), and typically a
rather small network of one hidden layer consisting of 5 neurons was used.
The estimation results with two error functions are presented on Table 3,
one for the quadratic errors EQ(i) = (ki − k̂i)

2, another for the per cent

error for each parameter EP(i) = |k̂i−ki|
ki/100

. Table 4 shows the error of the
concentrations calculated with the standard Q function.

If we take a close look at Table 3 we can see that different parameters have
different normalized errors after the estimation. For example the estimator
for parameter k1 has an error of 50% while k11 has a very good estimator
with less than 1% error. This means that the neural network method does
not work with the equal efficiency for all the parameters. One can further
examine such problems in connection with sensitivity analysis theory (that
examines how sensitive is the system with respect to the parameters).

We think that the parameter with the less sensitivity does not express
itself much in the result thus does not influences the G function drastically
and it is harder to estimate it. This implies that the estimation will be less
accurate. However, since this is still the parameter that is not so sensitive
for the system we hope that it causes minor errors in the dimension of the
concentrations.

5.6 Conclusions on advantages and disadvantages of
the methods

We have presented a method with some extra properties that might be useful
in applications and what classical methods do not have. The basic problems
are discussed and some principles and guidelines are laid down about the



Table 3: Error of the Butadiene reaction parameters

param, ki k̂i EQ(i) EP(i)

k1 0.01994 0.00992 0.0001004 50.2553

k2 4.40816 4.02575 0.146237 8.67504

k3 10.9914 9.86131 1.27712 10.2817

k4 19.5918 23.5071 15.3292 19.9841

k5 199.728 219.185 378.588 9.74194

k6 160.514 148.071 154.826 7.75194

k7 122.449 129.802 54.068 6.00503

k8 437.764 500.568 3944.27 14.3464

k9 1200 1114.06 7385.95 7.1618

k10 13.5 15.4851 3.94046 14.7042

k11 1.18299 1.19148 0.000072 0.718041

k12 44.2041 60.3704 261.349 36.5719

k13 30.2877 43.7812 182.075 44.5511

k14 54.6122 50.8239 14.3516 6.93682

Table 4: Error of the estimated Butadiene concentrations

st. var. SEQ,F9(k̂) SEAP,F9(k̂) SEQ(k̂) SEAP(k̂)

c1 8.87101 23.3943 12.6193 57.8262

c2 72.3346 32.9736 1369.24 99.1937

c3 0.59479 15.7107 0.0576155 56.68

c4 8.08449 12.5928 10.6377 51.5965

c5 15.5919 1.59616 51.6394 59.0677

c6 20.3892 47.3815 65.1695 64.4624
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selection of the training set and the network what is the most difficult ques-
tion when one uses Neural Networks to approximate an unknown function.
Let us explain a couple of properties of the Neural Network Method that no
other methods have:

• It can do estimation not only for dynamical systems but any black box
kind of model.

• Not all the concentrations must be measured and there can be almost
any number of parameters to be estimated.

• The training takes time but needs no measurements and once a network
is trained for a model it can do the estimation even if the parameters
vary with the measurements. We can call it a two phase estimator since
the estimator function is built offline while the estimation itself is done
in the 2nd phase.

• There is no need to measure all the variables in the same moments
what is often very useful and we neglect the inaccuracy of simultaneous
measurements.

• There can be any kind of input output model that can be evaluated at
certain parameter vectors, this method is not restricted on any specific
application.

• Less measurements are needed for a relatively good approximation.
(While regression methods need a huge measurements set and inverse
method needs enough for the numerical integration.)

It takes a large work to train a neural network for a given structure but once
it is done the estimation is easy and can be applied to the same reaction under
different circumstances as well (different initial concentrations, temperature,
pressure etc.). It is very hard to follow symbolically what happens when a
neural network is used to estimate a parameter. Still, Ref. [20] provides some
general statements on the relationship between minimum square estimation
and estimates obtained by neural networks. [28]
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6 A NEWMETHOD TO ESTIMATE TRAN-

SITION CONSTANTS IN DISCRETE STATE

CONTINUOUS TIME STOCHASTICMOD-

ELS AND ITS APPLICATIONS

6.1 Problem statement and the proposed solution

In telecommunications, hidden Markov-chain technics is a very popular tool
model network traffic. The iterative Expectation Maximization algorithm is
a popular tool to estimate the latent parameters i.e., the transition constants
in the model using some observed states.

However, in the case of the discrete state space models of chemical reac-
tions, the system is in exactly in one known state of the Markov chain. The
problem is to identify the state transition probabilities of the global stochastic
model that is described in 5.1. It is not difficult to construct the maximum
likelihood estimate of the state transition matrix if all state transitions hap-
pen multiple times. However, I propose a general method for the case where
the state space is extremely (or even infinitely) big. I will also show that the
intensity estimate λ̂ proposed in Section 2 is a very good estimate for the
such a process. (Note that the Markov process is time inhomogeneous in the
sense that we do not require here that the process is stable i.e., it is possible
that the Markov process is instable as well.)

When applying the intensity estimation to estimate the state transitions
of Markov-models we also compare our results to the state-of-the-art Haar-
Fisz intensity estimation [32] what proves to be useful tool as well. However,
we present an intensity estimate for a discretely observed Wiener process and
conclude that the proposed estimate outperforms the Haar-Fisz one.

6.2 Parameter estimation for microscopic models in
reaction kinetics

In this section a couple of models taken from application fields are discussed
and the estimation procedure is executed. Our proposal is to use the λ̂ es-
timate for parameter estimation in applications discussed here. We compare
our proposal with classical estimation methods, methods using λ̄ in each case
when possible and we examine the relation to the state-of-the-art, Haar-Fisz
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transformation based estimation.

Definition 20 We consider a state based model with m ∈ R possible tran-
sition constants (transition classes). Only limited number of states may be
reached from any other (and m is the maximum). The probability of transi-
tion j in the model can be written in the from:

Pj(t) = ∆tkjfj(s(t)) + o(∆t), j = 1...m, (52)

where k = (k1, k2, ..., km) ∈ Rm are the rate constants to be estimated, fj :
Rl 7→ R, j = 1, ...,m is a known mapping that transforms the state space to
the weight of the possible state transitions. Each fj is associated to a kj.

We can write the equation (52) to the form: kj ∼= Pj(t)/(∆tfj(s(t))), j =
1, ...,m. Now the idea is to estimate ∆t = tn+1 − tn with the intensity of
the process: λ(tn) ≃ 1/(tn+1 − tn). This is a first moment type estimate,
since for every Markov model, (tn+1 − tn) ∼ Exp[λ(tn)]. To estimate P =
(P1, P2, ..., Pm) we can use the relative frequencies as a maximum likelihood
estimate. The problem with this that since in most of the cases the number of
states outnumber the number of experiments we will have no good estimate
of Pjs. To overcome this problem see the definition of the estimation process:

Definition 21 [J0-IEM-TECHM-2011] We measure the states s(ti) at times
ti. Let r(ti) = (r1, r2, ..., rm) be defined as rj(ti) = dist−1(s(ti+1)−(s(ti)+Tj))
iff state change of type j and Tj represents this transition. We propose the
following estimation method for the parameter k:

k̆j = (
n∑

i=1

rj(ti)λ̆(ti)

fj(s(ti))
)/(

n∑
i=1

rj(ti)), (53)

i.e., to take the average of the estimates at given tn times when state change
type j occurred. The estimation method is flexible in the sense that it can be
used with any intensity estimation modules for λ.

This definition can be extended to all fj(x, y) functions which have an exact
inverse function by its first argument i.e., f−1(f(x, y), y) = x.

In the case of the global stochastic model the number of possible transition
classes equals to the number of reactions while the state vectors represent
the number of moleculas from each reactant at time tn.
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I have prepared a Mathematica program to execute the intensity estima-
tion procedure for any kind of reactions. Different estimates can be used to
estimate the intensity. Four estimates are investigated: λ̄ and λ̂ estimates are
as they are defined by 1 and 2 respectively; we use 1/∆t as an obvious one
and finally a Haar-Fisz transformation based estimate as a state-of-the-art
solution for intensity estimation of point processes described in [32].

We examine two global stochastic models : the model of the Brusselator
and the model of the Volterra-Lotka (predator-prey) equation.

6.2.1 Brusselator

The model for the Brusselator is A → X, 2X+Y → 3X,B+X → Y+D,X →
E, for which we can set up the microscopic model:

P[sX(t+∆t) = i+ 1, sY (t+∆t) = j|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk1 + o(∆t)

P[sX(t+∆t) = i+ 1, sY (t+∆t) = j − 2|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk2((sX(t))
2sY (t)) + o(∆t)

P[sX(t+∆t) = i− 1, sY (t+∆t) = j + 1|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk3sX(t)sY (t) + o(∆t)

P[sX(t+∆t) = i− 1, sY (t+∆t) = j|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk3sX(t) + o(∆t).

We suppose for the sake of simplicity that whenever the system reaches states
(sX , sY ) = (0, sy) or (sX , sY = (sx, 0)), — this happens with positive prob-
ability, — then the we are not interested in the behavior anymore i.e., we
stop the estimation process as well. Note also that it is also allowed that the
system grows infinitely large. Some theorems on the stability of the model
(detailed balance) has been proposed by [?] and examined for ion channel
models by Ilona Nagy and me and partly published in [J2-IonChannels-MTA].
However, stability or the existence of a stationary distribution for the sys-
tem is not a requirement for the estimation method I propose, what is to be
considered as a great benefit.

To construct the estimates we need the probabilities of changing states.
Given that our system is in state s(tn), the probability of possible state
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changes at a random stopping time tn+1 are the following:

p1(tn) = k1/λ(tn)

p2(tn) = sX(tn)k2/λ(tn)

p3(tn) = (2sX(tn)sY (tn))k3/λ(tn)

p4(tn) = sX(tn)k4/λ(tn)

where λ(tn) = k1+sX(tn)k2+(2sX(tn)sY (tn))k3+sX(tn)k4. Now we estimate
λ(tn) using the different intensity estimates we proposed. To have an estimate
for the unknown parameters k1, k2, k3, k4 we shall estimate the p1, .., p4 values
as well. The most straightforward is to use the relative probabilities, pi = 1
if reaction i occurred and 0 otherwise if we visited a given state only once.
The relative probabilities will give a much better estimate if states are visited
more frequently which is what we need.

Supposing that the initial condition is s0 = (400, 600). Then this means
that there are four different possible reaction steps i.e., there are four different
possible states at s1. Note that this system has infinitely many states and
also it can reach state (0, 0) from where there is no probability to move out
in the original model.

6.2.2 Parameter estimation of the Volterra-Lotka equations

The Volterra-Lotka equations, also known as the Predator-Prey model, are
the following:

dx

dt
= x(α− βy)

dx

dt
= −y(γ − δx).

In the language of biochemistry these equations model the following reac-
tions: X → 2X,X → Y, Y → E, with E representing the environment that
absorbs Y . In microscopic modeling the vector of number of moleculas from
each species represents the system states s(tn) = (sX(tn), sY (tn)) and each
reaction is a transaction with the appropriate rate constants. We have then
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the following microscopic level model for the Volterra-Lotka equations:

P[sX(t+∆t) = i+ 1, sY (t+∆t) = j|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk1sX(t) + o(∆t)

P[sX(t+∆t) = i− 1, sY (t+∆t) = j + 1|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk2(sX(t)sY (t)) + o(∆t)

P[sX(t+∆t) = i, sY (t+∆t) = j − 1|sX(t) = i, sY (t) = j]

= ∆tk3sY (t) + o(∆t).

These equations specify the following estimates for the parameters:

k̆1(tn+1) :=
n∑

i=1

(r1(ti)λ̂(ti+1)/sX(ti))/
n∑

i=1

r1(ti)

k̆2(tn+1) :=
n∑

i=1

(r2(ti)λ̂(ti+1)/(sX(ti)sY (ti)))/
n∑

i=1

r2(ti)

k̆3(tn+1) :=
n∑

i=1

(r3(ti)λ̂(ti+1)/sY (ti))/
n∑

i=1

r3(ti).

In table 5 the mean and the variance of estimations are presented for the
Volterra-Lotka model with 4 different estimate types for the intensity. It can
be seen clearly that only the state-of-the-artHaar-Fisz [32] method and the
proposed λ̂ estimates gave good enough estimates for the parameters with
low variation as well. The fundamental ignition model by [2] can be treated
similarly.

6.3 Intensity estimation of time-varying intensity

Telecommunication traffics on both packet and signaling level is often mod-
eled with a hidden Markov chain or Poisson process with an intensity that
changes in time. In these experiments it is assumed that there is no initial
knowledge about the system i.e., we have no initial knowledge about the in-
tensity, only that it satisfies the definition by Equation (1) and it is observed
discretely.

In Figure 7 it can be seen that the estimation with λ̂ is closer to the
theoretical λ. It is very important that unlike λ̄ it does not under or over
estimates the intensity, while it is more sensitive to the changes than the
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orig. k1 k2 k3
val. 1 0.001 1
“1/∆t” 18.580 0.0168 18.676

(13.333) (0.0092) (4.9235)
λ̄ 0.3706 0.0008 1.3377

(0.0001) (0.) (0.0072)

λ̂ 1.2431 0.0011 1.0674
(0.0763) (0.00007) (0.0379)

H-F 1.1213 0.0013 1.3594
(0.0375) (0.0001) (0.0853)

Table 5: The table depicts the estimates for the parameters where the
Volterra-Lotka system was simulated with parameter values k1 = k3 = 1
and k2 = 10−3. The data were generated with two different simulation meth-
ods and 2% random measurement error was added.

Haar-Fisz transformation based method. The reason for this is that in the
Haar-Fisz case the measurements are the following: there is an equal partition
of the interval and the number of events are assigned to each interval. For
this reason the Haar-Fisz method is not to be used in a system with small
periodical time.

The final result I want to share is the intensity estimation of samples from
a Wiener-process. This is similar to the estimation of λ(tn) − µ(tn), where
λ is the birth rate and µ is the death rate of a Birth-Death process. In this
case, the estimate I have proposed and defined with 2 has to be modified to
the following one:

Definition 22 (Value driven recursive intensity estimate)

∂̂(tn;T ) := (T ∂̂(tn−1;T )− (tn − tn−1)λ̂(tn−1;T ) + V (tn))/T, ∂̂(t0;T ) := 0.

Note that it is allowed that the estimate turns negative and it is no longer
an intensity, rather, it can be understood as a discretely observed derivative
of the Wiener process W (t), — it is known that there is no classical derivate
exists for the Wiener process, — with the associated sample process V (tn) :=
W (tn).

On Figure 8 one the value driven recursive intensity estimate estimating
the speed of change of a discretely observed Wiener process. Let us observe
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Figure 7: Estimating a time inhomogeneous Poisson intensity, λ(t) = 10 +
5 sin(1/4t) with the λ̄ (red) and λ̂ (green) and the Haar-Fisz (blue) estimates.

in Figure 9 that the derivate is distributed (at least closely) according to a
Standard Normal distribution as expected.

It is still an open question how good is this estimation for the discretized
derivate of the Wiener process and I expect that the work here will be inter-
esting and may end up with very useful results for the applications.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHERWORK

I have introduced a novel method to estimate the intensity of point pro-
cesses. Statistical properties of the introduced and classical intensity esti-
mates were examined in different conditions depending on the information
available. Some lemmas and theorems were given to underpin the feasibility
of the new estimate and I proved that the proposed estimate has less bias
than the classical first moment type estimate under certain circumstances
which are present in practice. Simulations and applications show that the
proposed estimate has less variance as well, but the mathematical descrip-
tion of this is yet incomplete and to be researched. It would be interesting
to give an equation using E[(N(t) − N(s))2|Fs] where s < t on the analogy
for E[N(t)−N(s)|Fs] = E[

∫ t

s
λ(u)du].
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Figure 8: Estimating the speed of changes in case of a Wiener process (Black)
with the new proposed estimate (Green).
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Figure 9: The histogram shows of the proposed discretized derivate for the
Wiener process.

In the second part I have proposed an efficient algorithm to set the pa-
rameters according to some given requirements on the Token Bucket call
gapping algorithm. The results are an important contribution since such a
mechanism is used widely in applications and the settings of the parameters
is mostly done in an ad-hoc way.

I have proposed a weighted fair sharing mechanism that introduces no de-
lay to the processing and I have proposed a way how it should be combined
with the original Token Bucket to provide a very good network character-
istics. These unique mechanisms meet the maximal throughput with bound
requirement, handle priority messages and offers, and give minimum share
for different traffic classes or even bound them if necessary without using
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message buffers or queues. I have found it a great achievement that the algo-
rithm with the best properties is proved to meet all mathematical definitions
of the verbal requirements i.e., the definitions are validated by real life ex-
periments. (The definitions are not obvious in a sense that many different
ones can be given and each would result in different optimal solution for the
call gapping strategy that might be not so optimal is practice.)

I have presented two new parameter estimation methods for differential
equation systems. The neural networks can handle many different types
of equation systems with minimal requirements on the number of measure-
ments and measured state variables. The training set is built using some
preconditions on the unknown parameters. Although theoretically the neu-
ral network gives a good approximation of the function in interpolates, it is
rather difficult to prove this in general. According to the experiments and
some simulations, the neural network method gives a good estimate for the
parameters.

The second method I have examined is the matrix inversion method. I
have extended the method to be able to handle more types of equations and
I have some initial idea how to extend it to higher order partial differential
equations which can be transformed to be linear in their parameters. I have
also examined the propagation of the error using measurements for numerical
integration and I gave explicit conditions on the variance of the result when
the measurements gets arbitrary close or the number of measurements is high
enough.

I have proposed a new method to estimate transition constants for con-
tinuous time discrete state stochastic models. In this part I use the findings
in section 2 for the intensity estimation to give an alternative parameter esti-
mation method for the stochastic version of the models in section 5. The new
method, using intensity estimation, requires a low number of measurements
compared to the number of states and does not require e.g., stability of the
system. The method can be used to estimate the parameters of a birth and
death process (random walks). Modifying a bit on the intensity estimator I
have proposed an estimate for the discretized derivate of the Wiener process
and checked if the result is a white noise process. I expect much more new
results in this direction.
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8 Appendix A: Supplementary Lemmas for

Section 2

In this section we prove some lemmas used throughout the discussions. The
proofs and lemmas are given by myself except where reference is given.

Conditional probability density function Let X be a random vari-
able with PDF: fX(x) and CDF: FX(x). Then the conditional probabil-
ity density function of the random variable X|X < x0 is fX|X<x0(x) =
fX(x)/FX(x0). It is trivial that limx0→ +∞ fX|X<x0(x) = limx0→ +∞ fX(x)/FX(x0) =
f(x).

Lemma 13 Suppose that E[∆t] < ∞ exists, then

lim
T→∞

E[∆t|∆t < T ] = E[∆t].
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Proof. Using the formulas for the conditional PDF we get:

lim
T→ +∞

∫ ∞

−∞
sft|t<T (s)ds =

∫ ∞

−∞
sft(s)ds

lim
T→ +∞

∫ ∞

−∞
s
ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds =

∫ ∞

−∞
sft(s)ds∫ ∞

−∞
sft(s) lim

T→ +∞

1

Ft(T )
ds =

∫ ∞

−∞
sft(s)ds.

�

Lemma 14 For a Poisson process with an always positive intensity:

lim
T→ +∞

1

λ
− T

eλT − 1
=

1

λ

Proof. Since the intensity is always positive ∃c ∈ R+ such that 0 < c ≤ λ(t),
thus the second part shrinks to 0 when T is gib enough. �

Lemma 15 Suppose that E[∆t2] < ∞ exists, then

lim
T→∞

E[∆t2|∆t < T ] = E[∆t2].

Proof. Proof is missing. �

Lemma 16 Whenever F [T ] is a CDF and E[∆t] < ∞ exists

lim
T→∞

T (1− F [T ]) = 0.

Proof. Since E[∆t] < ∞ exists,
∫ +∞
−∞ |x|dF (t) is convergent too. Then we

can write the following formula:

lim
T→ +∞

T (1− F [T ]) = lim
T→ +∞

∫ +∞

T

τdF [τ ],

because 1 =
∫ +∞
−∞ dF [τ ], F [T ] =

∫ T

−∞ dF [τ ] and then T (1−F [T ]) = T
∫ +∞
T

dF [τ ] ≤∫ +∞
T

τdF [τ ] since τ ≥ T .�

Remark 4 It would be a good exercise to extend the statement in the follow-
ing way:

lim
T→∞

T k(1− F [T ]) = 0.
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Lemma 17 Let F [T ] be the CDF of ∆t where ∆t < T and suppose that
E[∆t|∆t < T ] exists, then

(F [T ]− E[∆t|∆t < T ]/T ) < 1, ∀i ∈ N+.

Proof. Now

F [T ]− E[∆t|∆t < T ]/T =∫ T

0

1
ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds−

∫ T

0

s

T

ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds =∫ T

0

1− s

T

ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds <

∫ T

0

1
ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds = 1

where the inequality is because 0 < s ≤ T . �

Lemma 18 Let F [T ] be the CDF of ∆t where ∆t < T and suppose that
E[∆t|∆t < T ],E[∆t2|∆t < T ] exists, then

F [T ]− 2E[∆t|∆t < T ]/T + E[∆t2|∆t < T ]/T 2 < 1.

Proof. Now

F [T ]− 2E[∆t|∆t < T ]/T + E[∆t2|∆t < T ]/T 2 =∫ T

0

1
ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds− 2

∫ T

0

s

T

ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds+

∫ T

0

s2

T 2

ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds =∫ T

0

(1− s

T
)2

ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds <

∫ T

0

1
ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds = 1

where the inequality is because 0 < s ≤ T . �

Remark 5 It is easy to see that the above lemmas can easily be further
generalized putting:

∫ T

0
(1− s

T
)i ft(s)

Ft(T )
ds ∀i and also changing T to +∞.

Lemma 19 For an inhomogeneous Poisson process let t denote the time of

the next event. Then ft|t<T (t) = λ(t) e−
∫ t
0 λ(u)du

1−e−
∫T
0 λ(u)du
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Proof. Now

Ft|t<T (t) =

∫ t

0

ft(u)

Ft(T )
du =

1− e−
∫ t
0 λ(u)du

1− e−
∫ T
0 λ(u)du

ft|t<T (t) =
d

dt
Ft|t<T (t) = λ(t)

e−
∫ t
0 λ(u)du

1− e−
∫ T
0 λ(u)du

.

�

Lemma 20 For a homogenous and inhomogeneous Poisson process with pa-
rameter λ and λ(t) respectively and where ∆t denotes the prob variable that
is the time to the next event:

E[∆t|∆t < T ] =
1

1− e−λT

∫ T

0

tλe−latdt =

1

1− e−λT

1− e−λT (1 + λT )

λ
=

1

λ
− 1

eλT − 1
,

E[∆t|∆t < T ] =
1

1− e−
∫ T
0 λ(u)du

∫ T

0

tλ(t)e−
∫ t
0 λ(u)dudt

Proof. Now

E[∆t|∆t < T ] = 1
1−e−λT

∫ T

0
tλe−latdt =

= 1
1−e−λT λ([t

e−λt

−λ
]T0 −

∫ T

0
e−λt

−λ
dt) =

= 1
1−e−λT (0− Te−λT + [ e

−λT

−λ
]T0 ) =

= 1
1−e−λT (−Te−λT + e−λT

−λ
+ 1

λ
) = −Tλe−λT+1−e−λT

λ(1−e−λT )
=

= 1
λ
+ −Tλe−laT

λ(1−e−laT )
= 1

λ
− −Te−laT

1−e−laT =

= 1
λ
− 1

eλT−1

�

9 Appendix B: Supplementary Lemmas for

Section 3

These lemmas are obvious to calculate for the stationary distribution of the
stable Markov chain. However, they are presented for the sake of complete-
ness.
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Lemma 21 The loss probability depends only on the Watermark and the
Ratio of λ and µ.

Proof. The proof is obvious from the fact that the stationary distribution
Pstat solves:

Pstat ·Q = 0,

thus Pstat · µQ = 0 too. �

Lemma 22 The stationary distribution is P0 = {pi} = {λi/(λ + λ2 + ... +
λm)} if µ = 1 and m = 1.

Proof. The rate matrix is the following:
−λ λ 0 0 0 0
1 −1− λ λ 0 0 0
0 1 −1− λ λ 0 0
0 0 ... ... ... 0
0 0 0 1 −1− λ λ
0 0 0 0 1 −1


Solving PstatQ = 0 yields the following series of equations:

−λp0 + p1 = 0

λp0 − p1 − λp1 + p2 = 0

...

λpi−1 − pi − λpi + pi+1 = 0

...

λpW−1 − pW = 0.

Now replacing the ith equation subsequently into the i+ 1st yields:

λp0 = p1

λp1 = p2

...

λpi = pi+1
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..

λpW−1 = λpW .

Then express p0 in each (again starting subsequently from the first):

λp0 = p1

λ2p0 = p2

...

λip0 = pi+1

..

λWp0 = λpW .

Then use
∑

pi = 1 and get:

pm = 1− p0 = 1/(λ+ λ2 + ...+ λW ),

and it is easy to see that:

pi = λi/(1 + λ+ λ2 + ...+ λW ).

�

Lemma 23 If λa < λb then for m = 1 the loss is higher in bucket with λb.

Proof. The loss probability of the two buckets are P[x] = λx
W/(1 + λx +

λx
2 + ...+ λx

W ),where x = a, b. The following shall be proved:

λa
W

(1 + λa + λa
2 + ...+ λa

W )
<

λb
W

(1 + λb + λb
2 + ...+ λb

W )
,

i.e.,

λa
W (1 + λb + λb

2 + ...+ λb
W ) < λb

W (1 + λa + λa
2 + ...+ λa

W ).

It is easy to see that the statement is true for W = 1, 2 then suppose that it
is true for W = k − 1:

λa
k−1(1 + λb + λb

2 + ...+ λb
k−1) <
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< λb
k−1(1 + λa + λa

2 + ...+ λa
k−1).

Then multiply the both sides by λaλb:

λa
k(λb + λb

2 + ...+ λb
k) < λb

k(λa + λa
2 + ...+ λa

k),

that remains valid if we add λa and λb to the left and right side respectively
getting exactly the desired formula. �

Lemma 24 The loss in the bucket with m = 1 is decreasing when W raises
even if λ > 1 (i.e., λ > µ) or λ < 1 (i.e., λ < µ).

Proof. Let’s start with λ > 1.

−1 > −λ

λW+1 − 1 > λW+1 − λ

λW+1 − 1 > λ(λW − 1)

1/(λW − 1) > λ/(λW+1 − 1)

λW/(λW − 1) > λW+1/(λW+1 − 1)

1/(λ− 1)(1 + λ+ ...+ λW−1) > λ/(λ− 1)(1 + λ+ ...+ λW ).

λW/(1 + λ+ ...+ λW−1) > λW+1/(1 + λ+ ...+ λW ).

The proof for the other case is similar but due to the fact that λ− 1 < 0 the
relation turns at the last step. �

10 Appendix C: notations for Section 4

Notations:
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a, a(t) Real admission rate
â, α̂(t) Estimated admission rate
b, b(t) Actual bucket fill
c(t) Maximal capacity of the target (rate)
gi, gi(t) Goal rate for traffic class i
g, g(t) Sum of goal rates of all traffic classes
r, r(t) Token Bucket’s token generation rate
T Parameter of the estimator
Tj Parameter of the estimator for priority level j
u, u(t) Used capacity according to Requirement-B
W Watermark for Token Bucket
Wj Watermark for offers of priority level j
α̂, â(t) Estimated preliminary admission rate
β, β(t) Preliminary bucket size
γt The token bucket throttle function
γg The rate based call gapping throttle function
γg′ The variant of the rate based

call gapping throttle function
γx The rate based call gapping throttle function

with Token Bucket extension
λ, λ(t) Intensity (rate) of a Poisson process

λ̂, λ̂(t) Estimated rate (intensity)
ρ, ρ(t) Real offer rate
r̂, r̂(t) Estimated offer rate

11 Appendix D: Supplementary lemmas for

Section 5

Lemma 25 The mean and variance of the stochastic initial value problem
dx = µxdt+ µξ, x(s) = xs, where ξ ∼ N(0, σ2), 0 ≤ s < t < ∞ is

E[x(t)] = x0e
µ(t−s),VAR[x(t)] = µ(eµ(t−s) − 1).

Instead of giving a proof, we refer to the theory of stochastic differential
equations and calculate the solutions for some useful models:

A Continuous State Space Continuous Time Stochastic model
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ċ = f(c(t))kdt+ g(c(t))dt+ σdW

c(0) = c0

Or the same in the integral form:

c(t) = c0e
kt +

∫ t

0

ek(t−s)g(s)ds+ σ

∫ t

0

ek(t−s)dW

Where the first two parts of the sum is the solution of the ordinary differential
equation while

∫ t

0
ek(t−s)dW = limn→ +∞

∑n(t)
k=0 ν(tk)(W (tk+1 ∧ t) + (tk ∧ t)).

For these stochastic models the expected value of the solutions is the
same as it is for the deterministic models. However, the variance is different.

See the following simple case where g(·) = 0:

c(t) = c0e
kt + σ

∫ t

0

ek(t−s)dW

thus

E[c(t)] = c0E[ekt] = c0e
kt + 0

VAR[c(t)] = E[c2(t)]− E2[c(t)]

= c20e
2kt + 2c0e

ktσE[
∫ t

0

ek(t−s)dW ]

+σ2E[(
∫ t

0

ek(t−s)dW )2]− c20e
2kt

=
σ2

k
(ekt − 1),

since E[
∫ t

0
ek(t−s)dW ] = 0 and E[(

∫ t

0
ek(t−s)dW )2] = E[

∫ t

0
ek(t−s)ds] =

∫ t

0
ek(t−s)ds =

σ2

k
(ekt − 1). (The product rule is applied: dW 2 = ds.)
Similarly, for the original equation:

E[c(t)] = c0e
kt +

∫ t

0

ek(t−s)g(s)ds

VAR[c(t)] =
σ2

k
(ekt − 1)
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Solution for the linear model

c(t) = c0 +

∫ T

0

kds+

∫ T

0

σdW.

The equation can be directly integrated so::

c(t) = c0 +

∫ t

0

kds+

∫ t

0

σdW

E[c(t)] = x0 + kt

VAR[c(t)] = (x2)0 + (kt)2 + 2x0kt+

∫ t

0

σds− (x0 + kt)2 =

= tσ2

Solution for the quadratic model

c(t) = c0 +

∫ T

0

ksds+

∫ T

0

σdW.

The equation can be directly integrated so::

c(t) = c0 +

∫ t

0

ksds+

∫ t

0

σdW

E[c(t)] = x0 + k
t2

2

VAR[c(t)] = (x2)0 + (k
t2

2
)2 + 2x0k

t2

2
+

∫ t

0

σds− (x0 + k
t2

2
)2

= tσ2

Note that the variances are the same in the case of the linear and the
quadratic model.
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